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DEAR READERS

T

he quote on the right
comes from Lucia Evans—vocalist, performer, and winner of Ireland’s
reality singing competition,
“You’re A Star”—and I feel
that if you were to give this
issue a voice, that’s what it
would say.
Lucia’s quote comes from our piece exploring the
effects of TV reality singing competitions on artists,
and it’s just one piece of many in Issue 4 that delves
into the many facets of our industry, and how “success” (to us) can be defined in innumerable ways.
Whether it’s the thrill you get from performing in
front of an audience, nailing down the perfect first
line of a song, or sharing your gift with a new student—if you are doing what you love day-in and dayout, you have made it.
And this diverse and multi-faceted community is
why I am thrilled to take over the editorial duties with
iSing Magazine.

TOP S
K
PIC

“

I used to see it as fame,
fortune, being in the
public eye—the usual
misconceptions. Now I
believe that success in
this industry is being
able to do what you
love and earn continuously. Whether that be
through regular gigs...
writing successfully
for other artists, being
a major headline performer… whatever it
may be, as long as it’s
morally sound, allows
you to earn a good,
stable income, and
it’s what you love, it’s
worth doing.

In Issue 4 we continue our tradition of diverse vocal topics as we
land a phenomenal interview with I Am Giant’s Ed Martin right before he embarks on his solo career. We are also fortunate enough
to chat with the background vocalists behind NBC’s The Voice for
some great insight and career wisdom for the working singer.

Sincerely,

W.Tyler Allen
Editor

Please don’t hesitate to send us your music for
review, feedback, or topics requests to
editor@isingmag.com
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Back to the future: Inspiration
and lessons from the past

The first line

THE FUNDAMENTALS

vocal

the
NERDS

MUSiC BiZ

GETTING DEEP & MEANINGFUL
ABOUT VOCAL TECHNIQUE WITH
WITH STEVE GILES & CHRIS JOHNSON

VOCAL NERDS

BELTING
is it safe?

Chris & Steve look into the
ins and outs of ‘belting, how
it can be done and how
to avoid the perils of this
extreme technique.
So, what is belting?

T

o start with this vocal
quality probably features
on every singer’s wish
list: to sing hard and strong on
the high notes.
As we already know, we can
skin a cat in many ways. There
are also lots of ways in which

we can sing hard and strong up
high. ‘Belting’ is an option here,
which is also (arguably) one of
the most misinterpreted and
misunderstood topics in singing.
For that reason, we intend to set
the facts straight in this article.
Belting has the obvious qualities of being piercing, emotive,
edgy and loud. Some people
have described the sound as
“yelling”, “shouting”, and occasionally being out and out “ugly”.
However, it also seems to be
the sound most audiences will
stand and applaud when ex-

ecuted well. Musical directors
are constantly on the search for
singers who can produce this
distinct sound, and singers such
as Idina Menzel and Kerry Ellis
(who both played Elphaba in
Wicked) are two of many who
are well known for it’s use. Even
within the pop world, belting is
popular. Stick on a bit of Mariah Carey or Jessie J and you’ll
know what we’re talking about.
So, why is this vocal quality
so sought after? Is it actually
sustainable? Let’s jump into that
after we find out what on earth
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goes on within the throat.
What happens anatomically?
In order to get the right sound
quality, a few elements of the
vocal tract need shifting into position. This shimmy begins with
the larynx being raised. This is
extremely important to belting
for reasons we’ll discuss later.
Next up is the tongue, slightly
more forward than usual with
the back raised towards the
palette. This creates a fanning
effect from the back and shapes
the mouth cavity like a ‘trumpet’.
Then we have the lips, which
can intensify the sound even
more by spreading wide. Closely linked is the jaw, which takes
a very open, downward position.
Belting can also benefit from a
proud chin that’s a little up.
When all of these vocal elements take their place, the vocal
cords can be set in vibration by
beginning to sing. But it may not
sound one iota like a belt yet,
because the vocal cords also
need to be in their place. Cord
closure (or closed quotient for
you nerds out there) must be
good and without breathiness,
but the rest of the signature
sound comes from some required tension in the Thyroarytenoid muscle (TA). This is essentially the body of the vocal cord.
This muscle is dominant in our
bottom voice and gives us the
rich overtones that indicate a
‘chesty’ sound. With this activat-
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ed in belt, we get those powerful
overtones which are then zhuzhed up even more by the vocal
tract above. Voila! We have a
textbook belting posture.

WHAT DOES IT SOUND LIKE?

Can belting hurt my voice?
In a word “yes”. Some other
words would be “if you’re not
careful”. We’ve known some
singers who belt their whole
careers and still have sparkling
vocal cords. Due to the vocal
settings required in belting,
there are many pitfalls that
can scuff you good and proper.
Primarily, too much activation

of the TA and excessive cord
closure grinds the vocal cords
together. Singers accidentally
do this when trying to create
the chesty sound, and overdo
it. This can result in vocal injury. Secondly, if the cords grind
together, the lung pressure has
to raise to keep them vibrating.
This is also a scenario for vocal
devastation.
Singers like Adele have experienced first hand the effects of
imbalances in these areas, with
several vocal haemorrhages on
her medical history list.
There’s so much external and
internal muscle activation needed to belt that it’s easy for that
tension to reside, even when
you don’t want it. Some people
just can’t stop belting because
it’s too rooted in the muscle
memory. This is never good.
Even if your belt technique is
great, you need a check in place
for the amount of time spent
belting. Just like anvvy other vocal expression, if you overuse it,
there’ll inevitably be problems.
Can anyone learn it?
In short: yes. But, this really depends on what we mean
by ‘learn’. Here at The Naked
Vocalist, we consider belting to
be one of the most advanced
areas of voice training. With
that in mind, it’s safe to say it’s
not something we expect you to
master overnight. The synergy
(of muscle/vocal cord, air and
resonance) required within the
vocal tract when we attempt to
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belt is incredibly complex and
requires a great deal of precision. There is no doubt that this
precision can be attained from
guidance and training, but just
how quickly that happens will
depend on many factors. Namely, the singer’s starting ability,
skill level, and time spent.
“But I can already do that yelling thing every now and again”.
We are sure you can. Shouting
and yelling is actually built within
every human being as part of
our survival instincts. It’s also
why so many non-trained fortysomething-year-olds are able to
make such a big noise on a Sat-
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urday afternoon at the football.
But, as singers, we need to be
sure this is something we can
repeat show after show, night
after night.
When belting, we are constantly on a very fine tightrope
between killing the song (in a
good way) and killing our voice
(this is bad). We advise that
belting, like other areas of advanced singing, should only be
attempted by singers who have
a good understanding of their
voice and know how to return to
a safe place when belting is no
longer needed. It’s common for
singers to end up not being able

to switch off belt for notes above
their chest range. Burnout ensues in this case. This is why rebalancing techniques, like warm
downs, are extremely important
when belting regularly.
A few belting misconceptions
Go hard or go home! This
gym-related statement couldn’t
be any less true when referring
to belting. As a matter of fact,
replace the “or go” with “and
you’ll be going” and it’ll be much
closer to the mark. It’s clear to
see why many would believe
that giving tons of support (or
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air) would help with the process
of belting. The sound is intense,
as is often the look on the faces
of those attempting it. As with
every other aspect of singing,
balance of muscle and air is
fundamental here. Not too much
and not too little, which is where
the concept of support can open
up a world of extra practice for
you. That said, this normally
means a lot less air than we
think in this circumstance. Too
deep a breath can draw the
larynx down and pull a singer
away from the belting posture. It
will also set up a scenario of too
much breath pressure underneath the vocal cords, resulting
in cracking. So keep the breath
shallower than usual and rely on
the powerful harmonics to provide the juice.

The Problem With Musical
Directors
If a musical director (MD) reads
this, he or she may want to slap
us both in the face. BUT, the
fact remains that the quintessential belt sound is blurred in
the industry. Many MDs hear
a loud sound and call it belting
when it’s not. It could easily be
a powerful ‘mix’, where there is
a little less cord closure, a lower larynx, and less TA tension.
With these three elements being
a little less hyper-functional than
in true belting, vocal health is
likely to be better over long peri-
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Too deep a breath can draw the larynx down and pull a singer away from
the belting posture.
ods of singing and a professional schedule.
MDs are notorious for demanding more and more belt from
singers without considering
vocal health and physiological
capabilities. This is because the
MD’s themselves aren’t always
informed or trained singers. If
you’re able to belt skillfully, safely, and with maximum impact,
then great, the director will love
you. But if not, use the MD’s
lack of knowledge in your favour
and deliver a powerful mix. He
or she might be over the moon
with the impact of the line, and
you may have just saved yourself laser surgery at the ENT in
6 months time.

No vibrato is surely a bad
thing
Not necessarily. In most
schools of teaching it is said that
there is little or no vibrato present whilst belting. For most this
is true, as the high tension in the
TA muscle stops the oscillation
in the vocal muscles that create
vibrato. In fact, when developing
a belt sound, vibrato can pull a
singer out of belt. So don’t be

alarmed if you don’t experience
vibrato. As you get more skilled
at belting, you’ll be able to apply
a little vibrato on top of the belt
without losing the sound.

Belting range
Now this is a hot topic. How
high can you belt? The answer
is, God knows. You can’t belt
too low because of the nature
of the harmonics and the sound
wave interaction in the throat.
To sound ‘belty’, we need to
strengthen a certain part of the
sound wave, called the 2nd harmonic. This only really comes
into its own on the way through
the first bridge (from B4 for girls,
or F4 for guys). We strengthen it
with our throat cavity, which we
have to shorten with whatever
we can. This is why we spread
the mouth, lower the jaw and
raise the larynx. As the notes go
up, to stay in belt you have to
ensure you can keep shortening the length of the throat. This
ensures the 2nd harmonic is
still being boosted. As you may
have spotted already, we can
only move those three parts of
our voice so far before we can’t
move them any more. That, my
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friends, is what defines our belt
range. When you reach that
point, the sound wave takes on
a slightly different tone. This
is because the 2nd harmonic
moves over to the mouth to be
boosted, meaning the belt quality is lost. This could be anything
up to approximately G5 for the
ladies, and D5 plus for some of
the guys. It’s a very individual
thing.
If your belt range is only
stretching to just above your
chest (say around G4 for a guy,
or C5 for a girl) then you could
extend it further. It’s likely that
excess tension and not enough
familiarity with bridging registers is getting in the way of that,
which can be unhealthy and
tiring.

We urge you to not underestimate the difficulty of pulling a
safe belt off without damage,
which is why you need to be a
controlled and trained singer
in the first place. You may be
already doing this instinctively,
and that’s awesome. But because of the edgy nature of this
sound, it’s easy to get too close
to the edge and fall off. Keep a
good teacher close to you and
keep up your training y’all.

Proceed with caution
VOCAL NERDS IS
SPONSORED BY
THE NAKED
VOCALIST

We can’t get around it. Everyone loves it. You need it. Let’s
live with it. But it does come with
a bright yellow warning label.

The Naked Vocalist

Vocal Nerds

Webinar with
Chris and Steve
They answered your
questions on the topic of:

B E LT I N G
Saturday 31st Jan, 2015
3:00-3:30pm BST (10-10:30am ET)

TRIBE MEMBER?

CLICK

HERE

C

hris Johnson and Steve Giles are both experienced vocal
coaches working in Southampton and London. They are with
the Vocology In Practice teacher network and specialise in
training clients in advanced vocal technique, style and improvisation. They are co-founders and presenters of the popular
iTunes singer’s interest podcast The Naked Vocalist. As well as
coaching and podcasting they are also in-demand performers
and manage their own successful soul acts.

https://thenakedvocalist.com
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JOSHUA ALAMU EXPLORES THE
WHYS, HOWS, WHENS AND WHATS
OF VOCAL STYLE

SHANE ADAMS GUIDES YOU
THROUGH THE CRAFT OF
GREAT SONG WRITING.
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E

very mainstream
singer we hear
today has either
been influenced by or has
mimicked a singer who
came before them. So who
are you listening to? Which
singers influence you? How
far back does that singing
legacy go?
In my experience, singers
don’t “listen” closely enough.
This means they often miss out
on the unique vocal distinctions
acquired as a result of spending time really listening to the
kind of singers that pioneered
“game-changing” vocal diversities and singing styles. Whilst
I am a huge fan of some of the
current singers out today, it
seems a kind of homogenised
vocal sound is now popular
within mainstream music, a sort
of “one style fits all” sound. I
celebrate the singers of old that
worked so hard to make the
kind of music that would stand
the test of time.
These singers stumbled
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upon and produced the daring
sounds that inspired many vocal pioneers, and in turn they
influenced the countless vocalists who followed. For example,
when you hear Beyoncé, you
can hear a bit of Tina Turner,
when you listen to Tina Turner
you can hear a bit of Etta James
and the Rolling Stones.
Developing vocal style is
something that takes time; it
also takes patience, determination, dedication, practice,
willingness to explore sound by
mimicking, and trial and error.
Ultimately this means a whole
lot of listening.
Fortunately for us, and with
thanks to sites like YouTube, we
don’t have to dig through granny’s dusty old vinyl’s to find the
“real music” . Those old recordings lacked the sophistication
of today’s digitalised technology. Things could not always
be smoothed over or pitch-perfect… Or as I like to say
“T’Pained” to the point where
you cannot hear the gentle subtleties of a voice or the beautiful

imperfections. Rather, we get
painfully, over-produced sounds
that no longer have any tonal
substance. I will admit there is a
“place” for that, but please note
I said, A PLACE not ALL OVER
THE PLACE!
In her book Popular Singing
and Style, Donna Soto Morettini
references Lessley Anderson’s
Seduced by Perfect Pitch: How
Auto Tune Conquered Pop Music.
“Will a generation of singers
raised on Auto-Tuned pitch not
only have unrealistic expectations of vocal performance, but
might they also fail to appreciate
the sound of ‘natural’ voices,
which often sail just the wrong
side of pitch perfection?”
Donna goes on to ask,
“Are we in danger of no longer valuing the ways in which a
certain generosity of pitch or a
slightly wayward time can add
life, uniqueness and excitement
to a vocal performance?”.
I hope that we are not in danger of losing the appreciation
for the raw sound of the ‘natural’
human voice.
Vocal style is not about
achieving perfection, but rather
it is about unleashing individual expression. Expression is
something that is often passed
down, it is learned, it is intuitive,
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it evolves and it develops. It
requires an open-mindedness
to mimic and learn the sounds
made by other singers, whose
expressions have been captured in their raw, ‘un-tampered’
form.
We are going to take a step
back in time; listen to some
vocal gold mines and check out
early recordings (pre-auto tune!)
so you too can hear, learn, and
appreciate.
Following are 7 clips. The
recordings are pretty raw and
“natural”. They haven’t been auto-tuned to perfection! This was
also a time when the accompanying music supported and
enhanced the vocals; the voice
had first priority.
Challenge yourself to see if
you can learn anything from the
bold and subtle vocal choices
that these singers made.
Listening Guidelines
Consider the following:

1

Listen for: The sounds,
tones, nuances, colours,
and musicalities. Write
up to 3 nuances/sounds that
grabbed your attention. What
emotions do you think those
nuances/sounds are alluding to
or relaying?
Mimic: Certain nuances
and sounds will appeal
to you more than others,
explore those sounds with your
own voice, try it out and assess
how it feels for you.

2
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3

Record it: This will give
you an audible measuring
stick as to whether you
feel it is useful or workable for
you or not. Remember there is
no right or wrong here.
If it works, try it out in a
song that you have sung
before. Assess how you
can use it or how it fits. Can you
add anything different to it?

4

Sam Cooke, a lot of rock bands
mention Sam Cooke as one of
their musical inspirations, with
his signature soulful sound and
industry savvy. (Taken from
Lastfm.com).

Important Note
Please note if your voice does
not have the capability to cope
with a particular sound right
now, do not force it or you could
do something injurious to your
voice. If you are concerned or
experience voice issues, seek
the guidance and help of an experienced vocal coach or specialist.

Watch On YouTube
A CHANGES IS GONNA COME - SAM COOKE

Little Walter, pioneered the
sound produced by combining
the use of a guitar amp, microphone, and a harmonica. (Taken
from Lastfm.com).

Enjoy, listen, and learn.
Etta James was hailed as the
queen of blues. Her style influenced the way R&B and Jazz
singing progressed.
Watch On YouTube
MY BABE - LITTLE WALTER

Watch On YouTube
I’D RATHER GO BLIND - ETTA JAMES
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that Billie Holiday influenced Etta
James, who influenced both Alicia Keys and Beyoncé? Take a
listen to those artists and see if
you can hear their vocal influence in Billie’s voice.
Watch On YouTube

Watch On YouTube

FOR YOUR LOVE - THE YARDBIRDS

DON’T LET ME BE MISUNDERSTOOD - NINA SIMONE

The Yardbirds influenced musicians like Jimmy Hendrix and
bands like Led Zeppelin. If you
listen to these guys, how may
other modern bands can you
hear traces of?

In your quest to discover your
vocal style keep exploring, stay
open, and play, but play safely
now!.

Watch On YouTube
DREAM A LITTLE DREAM OF ME - DORIS DAY

Doris Day, her voice is simply
sublime.

Watch On YouTube
ALL OF ME - BILLIE HOLIDAY

Billie Holiday, did you know

JOSHUA ALAMU

Nina Simone, an incredible musician as well as singer.Take the
time to listen closely to all their
vocal subtleties, qualities, and
nuances. The bold, the beautiful,
the subtle, the seductive choices,
and tones used to express each
phrase or lyric.

QUESTIONS OR COMMENTS
VOCAL STYLE
questions@isingmag.com

J

oshua is a professional voice coach with over 10
years of experience as a singing teacher within the music and television industry both in the UK
and overseas. He has worked as a vocal coach for the
BBC’s talent show The Voice UK - series 1 & 2. Joshua’s video enhanced e-Book Mad About Vocal Style
was successfully launch in March 2014.
https://www.joshuaalamu.com
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THE FIRST LINE

Get that
all important
first line perfect

L

yrics are heard, not read.
A VERY important distinction! Our brains process
information differently through
our ears than through our eyes.
When we hear a lyric, each line
builds onto the next one. Knowing what to put first and what to
put next makes a tremendous
difference to how your listeners
perceive your lyric.
I recently had a student working on a song about autumn.
A crunch beneath my feet
Autumn colors surround me
With a quick jump and a leap
I am in a pile of leaves an
feel free
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Not bad! I love the sounds of
the leaves crunching, and how
the song character leaps into
the leaves.
We can, however, make an
even more powerful verse by reordering the lines...helping them
influence what comes next.
Let’s talk about the opening
line for a second. Imagine a listener hearing it (and only it) for
the first time...

text. Your listeners are uninvolved and have to wait to find
out what is going on.
So, what are your “context
giving” lines of the section?

A crunch beneath my feet

Also: I am in a pile of leaves
and feel free

What is it about? Is she in
snow? Is she stepping on spilled
Cheerios? A cockroach? We
have no idea. There’s no con-

Autumn colors surround me
Yes! Very much so! This line
lets us know we’re in autumn
(the main idea of the entire
song!)

With that line as an opening
line, we don’t know we’re in
autumn, but we do know we’re
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in leaves. Either of those lines
would make a MUCH better
opening line. Imagine your listeners hearing this...
Autumn colors surround me
A crunch beneath my feet
...ahhh, you aren’t necessarily saying “I’m stepping on
leaves”, but it is heavily implied
because of the autumn colors
reference, which is essentially
shorthand for leaves! By saying
“colors” in the opening line, it
gets transferred to the second
line, so you’re “crunching” on
colorful leaves! For experiment
sake, let’s try out your other line
as an opening line...
I am in a pile of leaves and
feel free
A crunch beneath my feet
With a quick jump and a leap
Autumn colors surround me
What we’re seeing is a cumulative effect. Each line gives
meaning to the next line. Notice
how “autumn colors surround
me” is MORE than just the au-

tumn leaves...because of the
jump and leap, the colors surrounding are leaves thrown up
in the air. It’s a very active line
now. However, notice we also
lost the “color” of the leaves in
the opening line. Also, we lose
the “feel free” release at the end
(although it is a very playful beginning). What if we did this...
I am in a pile of autumn colors
A crunch beneath my feet
With a quick jump and a leap
Leaves surround me and I
feel free
...or...
I am in a pile of autumn leaves
A crunch beneath my feet
With a quick jump and a leap
Colors surround me and I feel
free
...or...
I am in a pile of colorful leaves
A crunch beneath my feet
With a quick jump and a leap
Autumn surrounds me and I
feel free
Those are very similar stories, but the opening line creates subtle changes for the

rest of the section. I kind of like
the first one the best. I think it
maximizes all the information.
Thoughts?
Let’s go back and put your
autumn colors first again...
Autumn colors surround me
A crunch beneath my feet
With a quick jump and a leap
I am in a pile of leaves and
feel free
Not bad! You’re taking a nice
walk and have this urge to jump
into leaves!
Here’s another version...
Autumn colors surround me
With a quick jump and a leap
A crunch beneath my feet
I am in a pile of leaves and
feel free
...we’ve lost the “walk” but
gain the sound of you landing in
the leaves!
Any of these stories are viable; you’d choose the one you
like best. But it all starts with
that opening line!.

SHANE ADAMS

S

hane Adams is an award winning music educator,
producer, songwriter, and author. He teaches lyric
and songwriting for Berklee Online, and is President
of Artist Accelerator, a music production and artist
development company.
https://www.artistaccelerator.com
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THE FUNDAMENTALS

Q&A
SINGING CAREERS

Professional Profile

ED MARTIN
LONDON,UK

Q

PROFESSION?
Vocalist, songwriter and front man

Q

VOCAL RANGE?			
Baritone - that can sing high

Q

AGE YOU REALISED YOU HAD
TO BE A SINGER?
Seriously since 15 years old

MEDIA CORNER
Listen to Ed
TRACK
ALBUM

Don’t Look Back In Anger (Oasis cover)
Ed Martin Demo

Watch Ed

Watch On YouTube
PURPLE HEART - I AM GIANT

Watch On YouTube
LITTLE THINGS (TRINITY ROOTS COVER) - I AM GIANT

Q

HOW DID YOU FEEL AFTER
YOUR FIRST PRO JOB?
I thought I’d made it! Ha! Oh how much
I had to learn!!!

Q

MAJOR VOCAL INFLUENCES?
Stevie Wonder and Thom Yorke (Radiohead) - Sheer vocal ability and the way
the can both contort their vocal styles.

Q

WHO HAVE YOU WORKED
WITH?
Working backwards -Alternative Rock
band, I Am Giant as front man; producer, Mark Hill (The Artful Dodger, Craig
David); Engineer, Bruno Ellingham (New
Order, KT Tunstill, Massive Attack,
Doves, Goldfrapp, Moby, Delphic, The
Maccabees); Songwriter/producer, Gordon Mills (The Bluetones, Razorlight, Ed
Sheeran, Newton Faulkner, Passport To
Stockholm); producer, Forrester Savell
(Dead Letter Circus, Karnivool, The
Butterfly Effect) Played with/supported
too many to list as I have performed at

many, many festivals throughout the
world but have been main support for
Slash, Taking Back Sunday and Lonely
The Brave.

Q

TOP CAREER MOMENT TO
DATE?
Supporting Slash. I Am Giants debut
album going certified Gold in NZ and
playing in front of many thousands of
people.

Q

HOW DO YOU KEEP
PERFORMANCE FIT?
Running, swimming, circuit training
and steam rooms (where possible)
Healthy foods, remembering that my
vocal cords are a muscle and get tired
like every other muscle in my body so I
need to sleeeep!

Q

3 THINGS YOU CAN’T LIVE
WITHOUT?
Vocalzones, Chris Johnson’s warm ups
on my iPhone and water, water, everywhere!!!

GET SOCIAL!
https://twitter.com/EdMartin_Music
				
UPCOMING PROJECTS AND GIGS
Ed is working on an EP as a solo artist
right now...watch this space!
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TAKING

the
THE LEAP

MUSiC BiZ

Ed Martin talks about his singing
journey to date and the move from
fronting a band to solo artist.

ED MARTIN
d Martin has had six
years of success as
the singer of alternative
rock band I Am Giant (Sony).
The original members, Shelton
Woolright and Paul Matthews,
picked Ed’s soaring and soulful
vocals to front the band out of
160 other hopefuls.
With I Am Giant, Ed has recorded two albums (one that
went Gold), toured the world
and supported artists such as
rock legend Slash (Guns ‘N
Roses).
As 2014 comes to an end, Ed
has found himself hankering to
return to his musical roots. He
chats with iSing about his singing journey to date, what he’s
learned, and his plans for the
future whilst sipping on his Dr
Stuart’s Herbal tea— new age
rock n roll?

E

when I really started taking it
seriously. I realised I was better at singing than acting. I did
a school production where I
had a significant part as the
Chief of Police in the Pirates
of Penzance (Gilbert and Sullivan). My voice broke very early
so I had a very deep voice at
school, just right for that part.
Then from there I formed a
high school band—as you do
when you’re at school—just
doing covers. That band continued through college and
university.

EM I was a massive, massive,
Radiohead fan. I spent a lot of
time listening to Radiohead and
Thom Yorke, studying videos.
I love the style and tone of his
vocals, the way that he contorts
his voice into various styles, the
sheer emotion that his voice
provokes. It’s the same with
Stevie Wonder. Both of these
vocalists sing with so much passion. That’s what attracted me
so much. I don’t intentionally try
to sound like them, but their influence must come out naturally.
I hope the passion does.
iSing What kind of training did
you do to prepare yourself for
a career as a singer?

iSing How did you discover
you could sing?
Ed Martin I was only really
good at acting and drama at
school. So I auditioned for a
local amateur dramatic society.
They said I had to sing as well,
I said “OK, I’ll give that a go”.
That was for the show Anne of
Green Gables. I was singing in
the chorus and did some small
solo parts. I remember the guy
that ran the theatre company
said, “You’ve got quite a good
voice for a lad of 13.” Couple
of years went by, did a couple
more theatre productions for
that company. I was about 15

iSing How did people like Stevie Wonder and Thom Yorke
influence your sound?

iSing What did you do after
high school?
EM I went to University to do
Media but ended up dropping
out. I then went on to run a
nightclub in Southampton for
about 3 years. I still sang in a
band.

EM I had lessons when I was
still at school, Mum and Dad
paid for it. But after school I
couldn’t afford it. I went for
about 10 years without any lessons, then about 3 years ago I
took them up again. The rigorous touring schedule with I Am
Giant got me back to lessons.
My voice wasn’t coping with
the workload. I tried YouTube
video lessons but they didn’t
really help much, they weren’t
structured enough. A friend recommended Chris Johnson who
really helped me get my stamina back. It wasn’t till then that I
started taking my vocal health
seriously.

ED MARTIN
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iSing How did you get the I
Am Giant gig?
EM (Laughs) We always joke
around that we met online, on
a dating site. Actually it was
through an advert on Star Now.
I’d been in a band for 3 years,
whilst I was running the nightclub but it wasn’t going anywhere. We had a development
deal with Island and had management. We were touring, had
an EP but nothing really happened. Nothing materialised,
I was feeling worn out by the
music industry so I took time off.
After about a year I was feeling a bit low and thought it’s
probably time to get back into
music. I was feeling fired up
again. So I started applying to
ads on Star Now. This one said
something like:
“Platinum selling artists looking for vocalist to form band
with. Influences N.E.R.D, Rage
Against The Machine, Radiohead and Perfect Circle.”
I wasn’t a particular fan of
Rage Against The Machine or
Perfect Circle but was a big fan
of N.E.R.D and of course Radio-

I very quickly realised I couldn’t do the
traditional rock ‘n roll lifestyle or my
voice would suffer.

head. I went to the studio they
had in Kingston. I’d been asked
to learn two songs. We recorded a verse and chorus of one
of them. When we finished they
said, “OK, lets go to the pub.” I
thought oh, well that went down
like a sack of shit then. They
just want to get me out the door.
Then we got down the pub and
they were like “Yeah, mate,
you’ve knocked the socks off everyone else we’ve seen. We’ve
had 160 applicants, auditioned
30. You’re the best we’ve seen;
don’t want to audition any more.
So when you want to start?”
iSing How would you describe
I Am Giant’s music style?
EM Post 90s rock, really. Heavy
rock at times, with melodies
somewhere between Coldplay
and Muse.
iSing How did this style influence the way that you sing?

Watch On YouTube
LET IT GO - I AM GIANT

EM The reason they liked me,
and the reason why the band
stands out, is because of my

vocal influence in soul music.
My voice isn’t your typical rock
voice. I think I brought what I
normally do into their style—especially for the first album.
iSing Did the “Rock ‘N Roll
lifestyle” affect you? How did
you manage it?
EM (laughs) As soon as we
started touring and flying around
I quickly found the sheer lack of
sleep took its toll on my voice
and me. I was also affected by
the extreme changes in weather—especially the heat and going in and out of air-conditioned
places.
I Am Giant’s material is vocally taxing, not just because of
the melodies we’ve constructed.
It’s a real loud rock band, wellknown for highly energetic live
shows. I’d be absolutely shattered after a one-hour show. I
very quickly realised I couldn’t
do the traditional rock ‘n roll
lifestyle or my voice would suffer. I got used to it eventually.
Though, there were the odd
days when I’d just go “Aaarrgh”

ED MARTIN
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and give in, have a few beers
and stay out late. But I’d always
pay for it on the next night’s performance.
iSing You have recently left
the band to pursue a solo career. What will you take with
you on the next leg of your
journey?
EM Wow, the list is endless.
It’s been such a big learning
curve. One of the main things
is to live within your means; we
spent everything we earned on
touring, sometimes more. Also,
aim high, but be realistic with
goal-setting.
I’ve learnt everything about
songwriting from working with
Paul and Shelton, and with producer Forrester Savell. Paul
taught me all about crafting vocal lines, ways in which you can
fund a band, I’m more aware
of the business side. You don’t
realise when you’re young how
much you need to treat the band
as a business.
[I also learned] how to deal
with personal relationships within the band, understanding the
creative intensity will change
your relationships.
I know I will be better off in my
solo career for learning all this
stuff.
iSing What do think your challenges will be as you move
forward as a solo artist?
EM Having more control over the
music. I didn’t get much say in

the music in I Am Giant. So with
the solo stuff it will all be down to
me, that’s a new responsibility.
Largely starting from scratch
and having to build my own fan
base. The fans from I Am Giant
may not follow my new path.
I tended to keep to myself in I
Am Giant. For instance, I rarely
got involved in interviews. But if
you keep to yourself as a solo
artist, you’re not going to do very
well!
iSing Where do you see yourself over the next 10 years?
EM I would love to do this solo
record then get a label, a manager, and publishing behind me.
Be a staple part of the industry, a
touring live act, well-established
solo artist.
If I don’t, I will still be doing
music, no matter where I am or
how old I am. I don’t think you
ever lose that bug. Once the
music bug gets you, you’re pretty doomed. Look at the Rolling
Stones still touring well into their
70s!
iSing: What would you advise
up-and-coming singers about
having a career in singing?
EM In terms of the craft of singing, even if you have to do an extra shift in a bar, get the money
to pay for lessons or some kind
of vocal coaching. You will have
a much longer career if you look
after your voice from the beginning.
Dedicate your entire life to

music, 100%, while you can.
Sacrifice everything. Don’t be
half-hearted about it. For instance, don’t refuse a tour because you have a job. When
you’re young you can get a new
job any time.
And the most important thing
I will say is just…be…a…nice…
person. If you’re a bit of a twat
people will find out about it, so
leave your ego at the door.
I’ve seen it so many times—
amazing band, so much ability,
really tight—but they are nobheads. People will say, “Yeah,
great band, but will never work
with them again!”
So be a nice person, you’ll get
much further.

RECOMMENDED
ALBUM
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MARIAH CAREY

means that Mariah has had a
monster workload, too. That
type of workload will inevitably
present challenges to a singer.
Mariah’s approach has morphed over the years in a way
that has tried its best to accommodate these strenuous vocal
challenges. And her brand new
2014 album (Me. I Am Mariah…
The Elusive Chanteuse) gives
even more contrast to her technique since her first album in
1990.
©Shutterstock/EverettCollection

The Golden Days

I

n issue 3 I looked at the best
selling boy band of all time,
Boyz II Men. This time I’m
looking at their one-time duet
partner and biggest selling female artist of all time, Mariah
Carey. (woop woop).
If you were to Google “Billboard Hot 100 achievements”
you would find Mariah in categories such as: “Most Weeks at
Number 1”, “Most Consecutive
Number 1 Singles”, “Most Top
10 Singles”… I could go on and
on!
This obviously means that this
lady has had a monster career,
with 13 studio albums and 9 big
tours under her belt. This also
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And by golly were they golden! Vision Of Love knocked my
socks off as a 9-year-old in ‘90.
And the next album in ‘91, Emotions, was just as good. Listen
out for her vocals here:

mechanism and is making the
changes necessary to good and
healthy register transition. This
also means the larynx is in a
neutral (and occasionally low)
position during singing—the jaw
is free, and the lips are rounded.
b) Volume is under control
when ascending - higher doesn’t
mean louder. Inability to do this
is what often leads singers to
damage their voices.
c) Powerful, without being
shouty - this means the intrinsic vocal muscles are operating well and aren’t imbalanced,
which is facilitated by a)
d) Relaxed body language - it
completely suggests that most
of the vocal work is being done
by the voice.
The Later Years

Watch On YouTube
IF IT’S OVER - MARIAH CAREY 1992

The quick analysis of this is:
a) Tone is round and consistent throughout the range - this
gives us the indication that a
singer is in control of the vocal

Mariah had major successes
after her early efforts with Music
Box, which I got for Christmas
’93, along with a Sega Megadrive. Anytime You Need A
Friend combined with Golden
Axe Arcade Game was euphoric to say the least. Amongst a
bunch of other releases every
other year after that, this record
ended up being her biggest sell-
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ing hit to date in 2005:
The quick analysis of this is:

throat, and/or high lung pressure blowing them apart.

a) Much brighter tone - this is
signifying that the larynx is risen and lips are widened. This
leaves a shorter length in the
vocal tract, which thins tone.

d) Tense body language - generally, looking like this is a whole
body effort, with extra effort
occurring in the middle/abdominals.

b) Pops and squeaks on the
consonants - this sound isn’t
just from this individual performance. It’s consistent with the

NB: It’s highly likely this is a lip
sync to a previous live vocal. It’s
actually quite hard to find a performance of this song on any of
the major televised performances that isn’t mimed.
A Familiar Outcome for a
Modern Artist

Watch On YouTube
WE BELONG TOGETHER - MARIAH CAREY 2005

original recording of the song
and her vocal stylings at that
time. They are achieved by a
higher larynx, stronger than
usual vocal cord compression
and tension, and high breath
pressure. Those sounds can
sometimes point towards possible inflammation of the vocal
cords.
c) Rasp - at times there’s rasp,
primarily from the vocal cord
closure being affected somehow
and creating noise. This can
signify a possible medical problem with the vocal cords, high
vocal cord tension, a closed
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The two super-hits above give
a good technical comparison
and highlight the nuances in
her approach. The second song
shows little imperfections in
technique that don’t detract from
the performance necessarily,
but are warning signs of a potential vocal demise.
Being Mariah Carey, however,
is probably quite difficult. The
songs are mostly stratospheric
in range, and the width of style
spans super-breathy, whistle
tone, ‘mixed’ voice, and a whole
bunch of belting. It takes a very
well-trained singer and an indepth vocal health regime to
offset the impact that all of that
range and style can have on a
voice—not to mention the busy
schedule for 13 years between

the two recordings—but, it is
possible.
Mariah had a vocal coach in
her early years: her mother. Patricia was a New York City Opera mezzo-soprano and a freelance vocal coach. Maybe her
influence and direction kept Mariah nimble, balanced, and incheck in the beginning. There’s
certainly some well-rounded and
classic technique in the first clip
that could suggest a traditional approach to voice training.
As her career progressed into
the next millennium she moved
further and further away from
that style of singing, into a more
edgy and contemporary field.
At this time she worked with
one of her backup singers, who
was also a vocal coach. But
her vocal style side step closely
correlates with the beginnings of
her vocal struggles.
The Dreaded Nodules
Here’s an excerpt from an MTV
interview with Mariah in 2007:
“I have nodules on my vocal
cords. My mother says I’ve had
them since I was a kid. That’s
why I have the high register and
the belting register and I can
still be husky. A lot of people
couldn’t sing through the nodules the way I do; I’ve learned
to sing through my vocal cords.
The only thing that really affects
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my voice is sleep. Sometimes
if I’m exhausted, I can’t hit the
really high notes. My doctors
showed me my vocal cords and
why I can hit those high notes.
It’s a certain part of the cord
that not many people use—the
very top. My natural voice is low.
I have a raspy voice. I’m really more of an alto. But my airy
voice can be high if I’m rested.
[...] When I was little, I’d talk
in this really high whisper, and
my mom would be like, ‘You’re
being ridiculous’. I thought if I
can talk like that I can sing like
that. So I started [she goes
higher and higher and higher]
just messing around with it. I’d
practice and practice, and she’d
be like, “You’re gonna hurt yourself.” I’d tell her, It doesn’t hurt.
If I were to try and belt two octaves lower than that, that would
be a strain.”
In simple terms, nodules are
scar tissue ‘nodes’ on the vocal cords generated from high
impact, aggressive singing. If
left without treatment they can
inhibit the vocal cords properly
coming together. When they are
small and relatively new they
may not interrupt vocal function in the lower register a great
deal, but instead provide that
sexy ‘husk’ that’s so appealing.
A singer finding themselves in
this pickle would need to be
quite careful to not increase the
size of the nodules, or worse
still, haemorrhage them. Looking at Mariah and her recent
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Mariah tends
to mime most TV
performances
as they have the
biggest audience
and highest impact
on publicity.
vocal stylings, she doesn’t seem
to be singing like someone who
is trying to rehabilitate nodules, but rather the opposite.
As a result of what seems to

be worsening vocal cord state,
Mariah tends to mime most TV
performances as they have the
biggest audience and highest
impact on publicity. Her concerts
still have truly live vocals, but
sadly the number of on-stage
vocal collapses grows as time
marches on.
The Conclusion
It’s very hard to get the big
picture here. We haven’t had
the opportunity to look down her
throat but, from what’s known
about nodules, it doesn’t seem
conclusive that Mariah actually

Chris' Recommended albums
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had them since childhood, or
even today.
iSing resident ENT Dr Reena
Gupta offers up some insight
into Carey’s early 90’s sound:
“Her clarity of tone is just not
achievable in someone with
anything on their folds, even
mild swelling”.

“The perturbation in the wave
produced by nodules would
preclude the execution of the
whistle register completely.
Even though we don’t think that
whistle is vocal cord, per se,
the wave is still generated there
and that cannot be possible with
nodules.”
She also hypothosises that

there is likely to be scarring of
some kind on the vocal cords,
which will adversely affect the
way they function.
Vocal gymnastics can be the
start of abuse, purely because
higher pitches and greater volumes put vocal cords under extra stress. Reena points out that
Celine Dion deals with this by
taking the opportunity to keep
quiet. That’s right people; vocal
rest is seriously underestimated
in the daily recovery agenda.

©Shutterstock/JStone

That leaves nodules less
likely as they inhibit vocal fold
closure considerably across the
range. Nor could Mariah access

her signature whistle register
with nodules, Reena continues:
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Lifestyle choices trash the ability of the voice to recover from
demanding singing, and Mariah
has been known for dabbling in
excesses like alcohol and other
substances. Combine that with
regular nights out and too many
interviews… you’d have to be
Iron Man to get away with that.
From her statement above,
Mariah seemed to be a little
complacent about her vocal
situation. Even if nodules are
present, they need to be carefully managed. Not many singers
would escape a catastrophe
unless they made a change
to current vocal habits. Maybe she didn’t fully understand
the impact of carrying on? She
could’ve been misinformed, or
she could’ve misinterpreted
information from an ENT. She
likely didn’t dedicate enough
time to voice care and training.
Who knows?
Will Mariah ever get her voice
back?

CHRIS JOHNSON

This is another impossible
subject to predict from a coffee shop in Hampstead. But, it
seems like there is certainly irreversible damage this far down
the line. Although you might be
surprised at how well singers
can bounce back from situations
like this, her chances of returning to former glory are probably
forever dashed.
Whether anything could’ve
been done or not, Mariah Carey was not able to carry on ignoring her vocal situation. Her
most recent album hints towards
an attempt to lighten the voice
using a very raised larynx to
brighten tone. This is a common
tool in voice training to temporarily allow better transition
between the chest and head
voice without loss of power. In
the short term it probably helped
her greatly, but it will inevitably
present another set of problems
if adopted for the long term. For
example, the duration of a world
tour.

The voice of today’s pro
needs a lot of maintenance.
Jessie J is probably modern
music’s most popular acrobatic
singer, and she is well known for
lifestyle choices that support her
voice. Keeping fit, eating well,
and specific voice training are
all high on her list. That’s why
she kicks butt week in and week
out. Might seem like a drag, but
the act of powerful singing has
an even bigger pleasure payback than any nightclub cocktail.
Success, vocal mastery and
freedom of expression will also
no doubt inject that feel good
factor.
If you’re suffering from nodules, or indeed other vocal
problems, seek specialist medical advice via your ENT department. Combine that with an
experienced vocal coach and a
lifestyle review, and you’ll be going some way to ridding yourself
of those tricky little things.

C

hris is a pro vocal coach who has been working
with touring rock bands, urban artists and West
End leading ladies since 2008. As well as being a current performer himself, Chris lectures at the Academy
Of Contemporary Music in vocal technique, health,
style and improvisation. He is also co-founder and
presenter of the popular iTunes singers podcast The
Naked Vocalist.
https://www.chrisjohnsonvocalcoach.com
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Singing for my

the
SUPPER
DENOSH BENNETT EXPLORES
THE INS AND OUTS OF THE
WORKING SINGER
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THE REAL VOICES

TV

Behind

singing competitions are everywhere these days. Whilst it may
be taken for granted by the casual
viewer, vocalists of all levels will appreciate the
hard work put into each show.
Between rehearsals, performances, and the
varied stories of all the performers, TV singing
competitions can serve as a huge reservoir of
knowledge for vocalists.
Fortunately for us iSing’s Denosh Bennett was
able to catch up with the very busy backing vo-

DENOSH BENNETT

calists from The Voice (US) — Kara Britz, Stevie Mackey, and Denise Janae. She got them
to discuss their experiences, give vocal tips
and share advice on how to grow in the music
industry.
Not only is their conversation a glimpse into
the inner workings of a reality TV powerhouse,
but it’s also a great display of dedication, hard
work, and talent.
We hope you gain as much as we did from
this interview.

D

enosh Bennett is a Canadian-born singer, dancer
and artistic director with 2 decades of experience
in the entertainment industry. Her versitility and
broad résumé has led her to tour as a dancer and/or
backing vocalist with many international artists including Faith Evans, Justin Timberlake, Alicia Keys,
Drake, Whitney Houston, Robbie Williams, Demi Lovato and Rihanna.

https://DenoshBennett.com
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TIPS
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By Denosh Bennett, Kara Britz, Denise Janae, and Stevie Mackey

Positivity

As musicians, we tend to lean
towards the emotional/sensitive
side of life. Be kind to yourself
and do all that you can to affirm
positivity. Reading, listening,
watching things that are in a
positive light can always bring
you back to a great middle
ground and help you reset.

Warm Up

Before you sing a note, slowly warm up your vocal cords.
Soft warm ups such as Lip
Trills, MM’s and EWE’s, are
effective. But it’s about whatever comes natural. If singing
an opera song helps you keep
your tone rounded, get down to
some Arias in the shower. Really, it’s anything that gets your
voice working. Start with what
comes natural and then slowly
move into the more challenging
warm-ups. Ideally you should
do this daily.

Punctuality & Flexibility
Having a flexible state of mind is
ideal for this industry. Being on
time, warmed-up, and looking
together are all extremely important. The ability to be flexible,
punctual, thorough, and smiling
throughout the process is extremely important. Be the “voice”
they know they can call to get
the job done.

Know Your
Voice
When you know
everything about
your voice and
where you can take
it, you are able to
be a more powerful
and knowledgeable
singer.

Rest & Relax
Sleep is of course a necessity in order
to function properly and be at your best.
You must understand that your body is
your instrument. Any type of stress can
affect your delivery. Try lavender essential oil or eucalyptus. Take a few drops
and put it right under your nose, behind
the ears, and on the collarbone. You
would be surprised at how much that
helps bring you back to centre.

Confidence
Believe in yourself. While this sounds SO cliché, seriously,
BELIEVE in yourself. No one else is going to buy it if you aren’t sure of what you are selling. Every singer brings something different to the party. If you let yourself get discouraged,
people won’t have the convfidence in hiring you!

Challenge Yourself

Study

While it is nice to sit on a
stool during Season 7 and
think, “Wow, that work has
certainly paid off”, ALWAYS
be thinking of the next time
you will have that thought.
It’s time to hustle and build
the next bridge. What genre
of music are you not familiar with? Can you work on
your choreography skills this
week?

This can be difficult when
you are in the hustle and
bustle of things, but never neglect your chops.
Find ways to challenge
yourself. Whether it’s
producing, orchestrating,
sight reading, learning an
instrument, or just simply
delving into your voice
more. Discipline is the
keyword here.

Intake
This word covers everything across the board. But most of
all WATER WATER WATER! Staying hydrated is very important when using your voice box on a continual basis.

Learn from Others
Do all you can to genuinely learn from others. Whether it’s
what to DO or NOT to do.

AND FINALLY

If you have a Plan B, you
won’t try as hard at Plan A!
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ARTIST FAQ: THE EXTRAVAGANZA THAT IS
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i, it’s Luke and George
from Vocalzone Throat
Pastilles. We would like
to welcome you to our ‘Artist
FAQ’ column where we will be
sharing with you interviews with
interesting artists. We have
been helping hard-working
voices for over 100 years and
during that time we have established good relationships with
hundreds of artists in the music
industry. Additionally, having
worked backstage at festivals
such as Wireless, Sonisphere
and Bloodstock, we have had
an opportunity to talk to a wide
range of singers from various
genres. So, we have decided to
share our experiences with you
and teamed up with iSing Magazine to give you an insight into
ins and outs of being an artist.
Our first artist is Gabby
Young, the lead vocalist of

GABBY YOUNG Q&A PART 1
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Gabby Young & Other Animals.
GOYA is an eccentric eight
piece British pop band, bringing
together gypsy, folk, rock and
jazz. Their third studio album

GOYA is an
eccentric
eight piece
British pop
band, bringing
together gypsy,
folk, rock and
jazz.
‘One Foot In Front of The Other’
was released in June this year
and covers typical to GOYA’s
musical styles, effortlessly moving between jazz, opera, folk
and cabaret.
We met Gabby a few years

GABBY YOUNG Q&A PART 2

ago when we supported her in
the crowd funding project for
her album. Since then we have
become Gabby’s fans - we have
even sponsored her band’s van
when they were touring in Germany this summer. Gabby and
her band have spent a great
deal of time touring in various
countries this year. They played
in the Middle East, Belgium,
Germany Austria, Switzerland,
Spain, France and the US,
where she was invited to showcase at the prestigious SXSW
Festival.
So here we are! We’d like to
invite you watch our interview
with Gabby Young and find out
how she used crowd funding to
raise funds for her studio album; why she wants to remain
independent; what are her top
tips for being an artist and many
more. Hope you enjoy it!

SINGING CAREERS
Young sings about the
dark things in life, her
fears and insecurities, but
also sings about breaking
free, enjoying life and
pushing your journey
forward.

CONNECT WITH

https://www.gabbyyoungandotheranimals.com
https://www.facebook.com/GabbyYoungandOtherAnimals
https://twitter.com/gabbyyoung
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Steph Payton
http://www.theaureview.com
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FEAR OF FLYING - GABBY YOUNG & OTHER ANIMALS
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Good vibrations: how to
relieve vocal tension
Singing your way to better
mental health
Performer specific medical
help. It exists!
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Dr Reena Gupta

Voice Alarm Bells...

When to ring them

W

e are in a time in the
music industry when
the demand placed
on the voice is extremely high.
Music is written in a way that’s
harder to sing, performances
are more frequent, with less
rest between gigs, voice use
for non-performance purposes
is on the rise e.g. interviews to
promote releases, networking
events, mobile phone use, and
rest is nearly impossible.
There are also more people
vying for the same spotlight,
making every note that much
more important.
In that context, it’s easy to
understand why singers feel
pressure and push their voices.
However, what these desperate
measures prove is that pushing
often leads to falling over the
edge.
It is not the intention of this
article to suggest that singers
should panic and seek a laryngologist’s help immediately.
Rather, it is my hope that by understanding the voice better, a
singer is more aware of when to
worry and when to wait to seek
care. Unlike a guitar string, a
singer cannot directly see if she
or he needs to tune the string or
if it is snapped. The singer cannot guess the extent of an injury

just by hearing that the voice is
off. However, there are warning
signs that help a singer know
when to ring the alarm bell.
Protecting your most important
asset
Setting yourself up for success before injury strikes.

Tip#2

Learn about the
voice. Singers
are notoriously unaware of how
their instrument works. This
disconnect occurs, in large part,
because the vocal folds are
hidden inside the neck. However, the more the singer knows
about the mechanism of their
voice, the better they are technically and the less likely they are
to get injured.

Tip#3

Tip#1

Develop a relationship with
a laryngologist when you don’t
need it. Unexpectedly running
into trouble on the day you
are supposed to be in the studio and then hoping to find a
laryngologist, booking an appointment, meeting them, liking
them, and getting the best care
is unrealistic.

Learn your voice.
The only way
to know if your voice is off is to
know what it sounds like when
it is on. Daily practice and vocal
self-evaluation allows you to
hear minor changes early. Know
your vocal range and record it.
Record and listen to the quality
of your voice so you can recognize if it changes.
Naturally, to do this you will
need to:

Tip#4

Have an excellent and trusted
vocal coach. We are very poor
judges of our own voices. The
outside ears of a trusted vocal
coach allow you to get an unbiased take on your voice and
your technique. This also allows
someone else to know your
baseline so that changes are
detected early.

VOCAL HEALTH
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Which brings us to:

Tip#5

Don’t ignore
voice changes.
This might mean you go into
the doctor at times you could’ve
avoided. But it also means you
won’t wish you had come in
sooner. Singers get one day of
symptoms before they should
be seen.
Now you’re suspecting a problem.

Tip#1

Check yourself.
The voice is a
very fragile instrument, which
worsens with even mild triggers,
such as eating a pizza the night
before or talking to a friend on

the phone for an hour.
Test yourself - attempt to sing
softly. Attempt to sing to the
upper part of your normal range
quietly. If you can do this, you
are probably okay. Evaluate
what has happened over the
past 24 hours and see if you
can account for the change. If
you can account for the change,
rest your voice and see what
happens.
If you can’t, then you should:
Confirm it with
your vocal
coach. Remember the person
we suggested you find earlier?
Ask them. Do they hear what
you hear? Can you work it out

Tip#2

with them in one voice lesson?
Use those unbiased ears you’ve
developed a relationship with
and see what they think.
If they agree with you then you
should…

Tip#3

Seek help early. Do not wait
more than 24 hours. Most voice
problems, if treated within 24
hours, are reversible. After that,
the chances go down.
You know your voice and this
is not it.
The above refers to the mild
changes that may occur over a
vocalist’s career from things like
allergies, reflux, voice overuse,
incorrect technique, or fatigue.
But sometimes there are more
dramatic changes.
Signs that you should worry and
be seen urgently:
• You’ve lost more than 3 notes
(usually off the top)
• Your voice change was sudden
• Your voice change occurred
while singing
• Your voice change occurred
while you were sick
• You have pain when you sing
• The quality of your voice
has become more hoarse or
raspy
• Voice production is more
effortful
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Signs you should worry but not
run in the next day:
• You’ve lost 1-2 notes
• Your voice change has been
gradual
• You used to be able to sing
something you cannot anymore (and “used to” was
more than 3 months ago)
• You feel tired after singing
• You cannot sing quietly
• You do things that are vocally damaging (i.e., smoke,
yell, have uncontrolled allergies)

their vocal folds. When in doubt,
rigid stroboscopy is a quick and
painless way to know the status
of your vocal folds. If there is a
question, the answer is probably
to get yourself checked.

QUESTIONS OR COMMENTS
VOCAL HEALTH
questions@isingmag.com

Signs that everything is
probably okay:
• Your speaking voice quality
sounds normal
• Your range is intact
• You do not feel tired after
singing (note: feeling tired
is different than feeling that
you’ve worked your voice)

VOCAL HEALTH IS
SPONSORED BY
OSBORNE HEAD
& NECK INSTITUTE

In the end, there is never a
singer who has regretted getting a laryngologist’s view of

DR. REENA GUPTA

Dr.

Reena Gupta is the Director of the Division of Voice and Laryngology at
the Osborne Head and Neck Institute (LA, California). She is a laryngologist/voice specialist who has devoted her career to caring for professional voice
users. Dr. Gupta’s desire to care for voice patients stems from her passion for the
vocal arts. She began singing in elementary school and continued through college
and medical school, while pursuing her love for the art of medicine. She completed
residency at New York University School of Medicine in Head and Neck Surgery and
the prestigious fellowship in Laryngology and Care of the Professional Voice at Drexel
University College of Medicine. Dr. Gupta strongly believes in advocating for performers and designs treatment plans that enable her patients to thrive in their careers.

https://www.ohniww.org
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DAVID LEY AND ELISSA WEINZIMMER FROM
VIBRANT VOICE TECHNIQUE OFFER A UNIQUE BUT EFFECTIVE
METHOD FOR RELEASING MUSCLE TENSION IN THE THROAT

GOOD VIBRATIONS
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“Vibration is the language
of the body”

slightest bit of tension can harm
that vibration and cause issues
in both our singing and speaking
as Vibrant Vocal Technique bold- voice.
ly display on their website.
Recently, iSing discovered
Vibration is the essence of our Vibrant Vocal Technique (VVT),
craft. Something often learned
who offer a unique and revolubut often taken for granted by
tionary approach to enhancing
vocalists. We are able to sing
the voice by loosening up musdue to vibration. Just as a guitar- cle tension.
ist performs by vibrating strings,
David Ley came up with the
we are able to sing by vibrating
surprising (yet simple) idea of
our vocal cords. However, the
using a vibrator (yup, we do

mean a sex toy) to counteract
vocal fatigue and relieve unwanted muscle tension. VVT
have had great success with not
only performers, but also business people, teachers, lecturers
and public speakers.
In this video David Ley and
Elissa Weinzimmer from VVT
talk about how this idea came
about, how they are assisting
others, and how you can benefit
from VVT.

RELEASE TENSION TO FREE THE VOICE - DAVID LEY AND ELISSA WEINZIMMER

FREE Q&A COMING UP SOON GO TO WEBSITE TO FIND OUT MORE

QUESTIONS OR COMMENTS
questions@isingmag.com

https://vibrantvoicetechnique.com
https://www.facebook.com/VibrantVoiceTechnique
https://twitter.com/VibrantVoiceTeq
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The Tempo Way...
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T

hroughout history,
music has been used
as a way to heal and
inspire. From spiritual
chanting, congregational hymns,
and birthing music, to the personal play list that can get a
person through a tough physical
workout.
As a magazine geared toward the betterment of vocalists,
we have a keen interest in the
healing aspects of voice and
music. Tempo is an organization that uses singing as a tool
to improve mental and overall
health. We spoke to Tempo to
learn more about their story and
the way they use singing as a
means to heal and lift spirits.
Where It All Began.
‘The stars aligned at the right
time!’ is the explanation given
by Kim Garner of Tempo when
asked how it all began. Kim
works in Adult Mental Health
alongside Dr. Hannah Wilson.
Towards the end of 2013 their
team morale felt a little low. Kim
said that she wanted to find a
way to lift the team ‘spirit’. Vocal coaches and group singing
experts Steve Giles & Dan Cooper, who are also part of the
Tempo team, had been running
some group-based singing activities for workplaces with the
intention of boosting morale and
improving the general sense of
well-being within a group. Kim
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felt that this was just what the
doctor ordered.
‘It was quite amusing to hear
colleagues tell me they couldn’t
join the singing session’, said
Kim. ‘All of a sudden, there were
reports to be written and people
to see. Eventually, after wearing
them down, I frog-marched the
reluctant participants to the conference room where Steve and
Dan were waiting’.
Hannah was eagerly looking
forward to the singing session.
She also helped Kim invite patients from the unit to make
sure that they were involved.
‘Despite participants stating that
they could only attend for five
minutes, they ended up staying
the duration and left the session
singing,’ Hannah explained.
Kim and Hannah saw that the
reaction and interaction of staff

within the session was exciting. Hannah could see that the
recovery model (a method of
working within mental health)
was present within the activity of
singing and in particular, group
singing. This was the birth of
Tempo as we see it today.
The Power of Group Singing.
People have sung in groups
for centuries whether it be
around the campfire, the piano at the local pub, Christmas
carols, or wishing a loved one a
“Happy Birthday”. Research is
beginning to tell us why singing
is so powerful. Research into
psychological well-being has
identified three main factors that
are crucial: open expression of
emotions, a flexible approach to
life’s problems, and social con-
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nectedness. Singing in a group
meets all three of these factors;
thus, it is a perfect way to increase a sense of well-being.
Firstly, music directly taps
into our emotions, meaning that
hearing music, and singing,
can enable us to freely express
emotion. When listening to sad
music we tend to cry; uplifting
music can make us feel energetic; frightening music can
even make us jump out of our
skins. Therefore, singing in a
group can have the power to
help us “let go” and freely express emotions. We all know
that repressed emotion is not
good—it keeps us stuck. Being
able to express our emotions
literally frees us up to make the
most of life. After singing together we can feel more confident
and the power of this can follow us throughout our day – we
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might find we have the courage
to do something we’ve been
putting off. Singing in a group
can have lasting effects on our
confidence, extending beyond
the time we sing together.
Secondly, singing in a group
requires acceptance that we
might not always be able to
make the sound we want. We
may need to engage some active problem solving skills to
make the required sound. For
example, adapting what vowels
we might sing in order to make it
possible to reach the high notes:
singing “nut” for “night”. This
requires a flexible mind that lets
go of holding onto there always
being a “right” way of doing
something. This flexibility has
been shown to make us more
creative and adaptable to life’s
challenges.
Thirdly, singing in a group

brings people together. Creating
harmony with others means cooperation and communication.
Working as a team for a common goal and purpose is the
glue of social connectedness.
As we are social creatures we
need to know we live safely in
the minds of others. Regularly
coming together with others who
are open with their emotions
and flexible with their thinking
means we are connecting with
others in this way.
Singing in a group has the
power to enhance our wellbeing,
connecting us to others with a
common purpose.
Witnessing Change,
Everyday.
Every time the Tempo team
delivers a workshop they are
amazed at the impact that it
has on the participants. They’ve
seen how one singing workshop
can change the lives of an individual. In one case a young
person who was residing in a
secure mental health unit found
it hard to get up and out of bed
before 2pm. After a Tempo
workshop, the staff at the unit
said that during the time Tempo visited one young person
particularly benefited from the
sessions, with a noted improvement in her presenting mood,
her personal care, engagement
in other sessions, and the time
of day she was up. It was noted
that she made a visible effort on
her appearance before the ses-
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sions.
The team has also seen that
in one workshop a patient at an
acute mental health ward who
had been particularly hostile all
morning completely transformed
his behaviour. At the end of the
workshop, he said, ‘I felt like I
could get all of my anger out by
using my voice instead of taking
it out on the staff’. For Tempo,
this was again another huge
piece of evidence that music
and singing can change people
for the better.
Tempo has also been running
workshops for the elderly at
care homes. Within a 30-minute
workshop, the team has seen
the residents smiling more and
becoming more social with their

fellow residents. A son of a lovely lady at a care home said: ‘I
haven’t seen my Mother sing in
years and it was so lovely to see
her enjoying herself!’
Singing together seems to
knock down barriers and increase integration. Staff and
patient/resident integration is
crucial for that increased sense
of inclusion and acceptance. For
Tempo, these sorts of changes
are inspiring and also provide
the motivation needed for the
team to continue to spread the
love across the world.
What the Future Holds for
Tempo.
The underlying excitement

within the Tempo team is hard
to ignore. If you visit their
website you’ll be confronted
with the sentence ‘Music can
change your world’ and it’s
clear to see that Kim, Hannah, Dan, and Steve feel very
strongly about this. Steve mentioned, “It’s getting to the point
where, considering its benefits,
we are amazed at just how little
singing goes on in the world…
we want to change that”.
The “circle of influence”,
as Tempo call it, is their way
of monitoring just how many
people have been ‘Tempo’d’
or touched by the music in
their workshops. Whether it’s
through the Recovery Choir,
Memory Choir, or one of their
new music workshops, one
thing is for sure, we are sure
to see happier people in the
future as the energy starts to
spread.

GET CONNECTED
https://www.tempo
wellbeing.co.uk
https://www.facebook.
com/tempowellbeing
https://twitter.com/
TempoWellbeing
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F

inding a sympathetic
doctor who ‘gets you’
is hard at the best of
times. It’s even worse
when you are a singer. Rarely do doctors understand that
having a common cold is like
the plague to a singer...that
decongestant medications,
changing the key of the song
or just not singing really are
not viable options. It’s even
harder if the medical issue is
more serious. But there are
clinicians and therapists who
are interested in the performer’s well-being. Ian Macdonald
from the British Association of
Performing Arts Medicine tells
us all about these people and
their services.
iSing Can you explain to us what
PAM and BAPAM stand for?
IM PAM stands for Performing
Arts Medicine. This is a specialist branch of medicine that caters
specifically for musicians, dancers, vocalists, acrobats, actors
and other performing artists. It
was formally introduced in the
USA 32 years ago by an organization called PAMA (Performing
Arts Medicine of America Association). BAPAM, the British Association for Performing Arts Medicine, began shortly afterwards
and relatively independently - we
will be 30 years old in 2016. We
were started by Dr. Ian James,
a viola player and physician at
the Royal Free Hospital, and
have been treating and helping
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PERFORMING ARTS MEDICINE
performers ever since. Currently we have 13 clinics throughout
the UK with our HQ in Gray’s Inn
Road, London.
iSing What is your role at BAPAM?
IM I am a registered clinician
and the vocal health assessor
and advisor, having been so
since 1999. I’m also a member
of Research and Education committee, a member of the Health
Promotion Team and the current
Editor of the BAPAM Journal.
iSing How many singers do you see
per annum?
IM It varies but approximately between 150-200 per annum on a
one2one basis and about double
that at the vocal health seminars.
iSing Any specific styles or genres
you see more often than others?
IM There is a good mix, which is
interesting. But recently we’ve
seen more popular music singers.
iSing What are the most common
issues you see?
IM Hyper-functional voice problems – misuse, abuse, and over
use. Anxiety disorders related to
voice and performing.
iSing How do you assess a singer?
IM There are two main ways: Patients arrive having already been

IAN MACDONALD VOCAL HEALTH ADVISOR, BAPAM, UK

given a diagnosis from an ENT
department but need a rehabilitation plan from us. Or, they arrive without much information
and the assessment will consist
of taking a detailed history and
some tests that will give me the
information necessary to make
recommendations about the next
step.
iSing What is the typical path a singer takes coming through BAPAM?
IM A] Phone Call – I have a problem! – B] Assessment of that
problem – Pathways various: C]
Students who have been UK residents for 5 years will possibly be
eligible for funding to help with
any treatment; D] Others – Referral to an ENT – we help with
letters to their GP if necessary to
get this moving along; E] Referral back to their GP to consider
medication, investigations etc; F]
Referral to other professionals
who may help with advice on nutrition, physiotherapy, technique
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etc; G] Preliminary Structured
Treatment Advice – Advice on
key factors such a diet, sleep,
rest, voice use, posture, singing
and playing together, repertoire,
physiological development, with
help on a creating a voice diary.

s
’
n
Ia TOP

TIPS

iSing If there isn’t an equivalent of
a BAPAM in the reader’s city/town
what do you advise them?
IM Call us! We have specialists
all over the UK. There may be
one living next door! As we are
now, most people have access
to one of us without too much
travel or expense. For foreign
performers touring in the UK,
their tour manager can set up a
contact sheet in advance of the
travel, then plug into BAPAM
services with a phone call and
get some contact numbers.

For UK Based Performers
First consultations are

FREE!
Treatment thereafter is
charged at a reduced rate
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for singers

1
2
3

Remember you are the instrument and all instruments
need to looked after independent of what they do. So
in the early years get to know how much sleep, water,
rest, exercise, meditation, and fun is good for you.

Work out your nutritional needs.

Keep abreast of vocal health and vocal technique developments. As your body grows, look into periodic
coaching if you don’t already have a regular instructor you see.

https://www.bapam.org.
https://www.facebook.com/
PerformingArtsMedicine
https://twitter.com/ukbapam

Non-UK based performers
https://www.artsmed.org/
related-pam-websites#org
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Chris Grayston - What Open Mic
UK can offer the singer
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WHAT OPEN MIC UK CAN OFFER A SINGER

CHRIS GRAYSTON

Open mic nights have
been fundamental to the
entertainment industry for
decades. Not only are they
a way for music lovers and
industry pros to check out
local talent, but they’re also
a way for performers to show
off their skill in an intimate
and exciting atmosphere.

O

ne particular open mic
event, Open Mic UK, is
a staple of the UK music
competition scene. It attracts
nearly 9,000 participants each
year and hosts events all across
the country.
The unique thing about Open
Mic UK is that despite its location it has international reach
due to its judges and guests.
Past participants and winners
have found success globally
and scored deals with major
record labels.
We sat down with Open Mic
UK’s Chris Grayston to discuss
the competition; its reach, and

why UK singers should enter.
iSing For starters, tell us why
you set up Open Mic UK and
what makes it unique?
Chris Grayston Initially we
started the competition with
a view to find singers to work
with, then as we rolled it out we
realized not only was it a good
place for finding talent, but also
a launch platform for giving unsigned artists and singers a step
up to the next level.
iSing What genres or styles
have done the best in the
past? Any particular reason
for that, in your opinion?

iSing Have any past winners
gone on to create a recording
career?
CG Yes, quite a few. The most
notable ones are Atlantic Record’s Jacob Banks, Warner
Music’s Birdy, Sony Music’s
Jaymi Hensley from Union J and

CG Generally no, but the competition winner has almost
always been an act that has
written and performed their own
material.
iSing Tell us some of your
favorite moments from past
performances.
CG The obvious favorite moments are when you first hear
singer/songwriters like Birdy,
Lucy Spraggan and Luke
Friend. But just as pleasing is
watching acts develop. Emily
Middlemas may not be a name
that everyone has heard of yet,
but we’ve seen her since the
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age of 10-11 and she will be a
star; this year she won our preteens/teenager competition,
TeenStar, and was featured on
X Factor making judge’s houses.

PAST OPEN MIC UK WINNER JASMINE VAN DEN BOGAERDE A.K.A. BIRDY

OPEN MIC UK

THE BIZ

Jahmene Douglas, Luke Friend,
the 2013 TeenStar winner
signed to Sony, and Columbia
Record’s Lucy Spraggan.

couple of years we’ve had A&R
for the three major record labels—Warner, Sony and Universal—in attendance.

iSing Can winning the UK
Open Mic guarantee the winner a singing career or record
deal?

iSing What do you believe
are the advantages of entering competitions like Open
Mic UK? Should a performer
re-enter?

CG No, there are no guarantees
in life and only the singer can
give him or herself a chance for
a singing career. However, what
winning does is give you mass
exposure and access in the eye
line of industry judges. The last

CG Development, feedback,
exposure, and opportunities. As
for re-entering, it’s a no-brainer
that singers should look to get
involved in just about any singing opportunities, let alone ones

that can give them exposure
and access to record labels.
iSing What are the qualifications for entering Open Mic
UK? Is it open to anyone?
CG Yes it’s open to all ages
and all genres. We have age
categories 13 and under, 25
and over, and of course in
between
iSing Can you explain about
the process, entry, costs,
and so forth?
CG Process is as simple as
it can be. Enter online on the
website with a nominal £5 entry fee. You will then be asked
to audition live, and from
there if the judges like what
they see, you’ll be selected to
compete in a Regional Final
showcase.
iSing What are your 3 top
tips to singers for entering
Open Mic UK and similar
competitions?
CG Research, plan, and
then practice like crazy so that
it becomes second nature.

OPEN MIC UK 2013 WINNER HEIDI BROWNE

Open Mic UK is the exciting national singing competition
for singers and solo artists in the UK. The competition
attracts over 9,000 acts every year as it travels across the
country in search for the UK’s best singers, singer/songwriters, rappers and vocalists. Acts can perform either
covers or original material and it’s open to all genres, so
whether you’re into pop, RnB, acoustic or classical, Open
Mic UK has it all.
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https://www.openmicuk.co.uk
https://www.facebook.com/openmicuk
https://twitter.com/openmicuk
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SOPHIA MOON GIVES US TIPS ON HOW TO PRODUCE
THE PERFECT ELECTRONIC PRESS KIT
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THE PERFECTEPK

Electronic Press Kit

T

ruth: If you are pursuing
a professional career
in the arts or music you
really should (actually insert
“must”) have an electronic press kit (EPK) to display
your work. If a picture is worth
more than a thousand words,
video footage beats a riveting novel-esque resume (unless perhaps you are a novel
writer), and a well-organized,
thoughtfully branded press kit
with up-to-date information is
priceless. There are countless
articles that will spell out for
you what you need to have in
your EPK. I will whittle all of
this down to one golden rule:
Think like a talent booker (in-

sert any other title for someone looking to hire you). The
goal is to neatly, even beautifully, package all the information and content they would
need to know and to make it
easy for them to reach you.
Warning: this process will require you to evaluate your ultimate goals and define your
band and brand.
Band and Brand - this is not
a typo. You must think about
your music, but you must also
think about how you and your
music are packaged and perceived. The closer you get to
nailing this, the easier it is for
a talent scout to envision you
in the right revenue generat-

HTTPS://WWW.PRESSKIT.TO IS AN INTERACTIVE MOBILE PRESS KIT AND IS A VERY POPULAR OPTION FOR TODAY’S ARTISTS.
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ing opportunities. Sometimes
it’s best to reverse engineer
your press kit by asking yourself, “What opportunities am
I looking for? Who will be
searching for me to fill these
opportunities? What will they
be looking for in me?”
I discussed this topic with
my friend and colleague Brian
Curr, who works in the Office
of Experiential Learning at
Berklee College of Music, and
I’ll share below some of our
final comments and thoughts
on electronic press kits. It’s a
subject we can talk about for
hours.
Keep your press kit clean,
simple, and brand conscious.
Seriously consider investing in an image consultant
and graphic designer. DIY
is great, but hiring an expert
can really give you the extra
professional polish.
Have professional video
footage of your performance.
This doesn’t have to be a
complex production, but it
must look and sound amazing! If you were a painter and
wanted to showcase your
"Mona Lisa" you wouldn’t upload a low-resolution image
of it, right?
Include at least one good

THE PERFECT EPK

THE BIZ

review from a reputable
source. Self-proclaimed accolades are less meaningful
than comments from an independent critic.
Be a loser at the game of
Hide-and-Seek. Talent bookers do not have the time to
hunt for your content or information so make it easy for
them to find what they need.
Be creative and show your
personality. Play to your
strengths! If you are a likable
person, include a video introduction of yourself and show
your warmth and character in
a more compelling way.
Include up-to-date stats
and figures: tickets sold,
number of shows played,
YouTube views, followers,
etc. The beauty of numbers

Be creative and show
your personality. Play
to your strengths!

SOPHIA MOON

HTTPS://WWW.REVERBNATION.COM CONNECTS ARTISTS TO VENUES, FESTIVALS, BRANDS, PUBLISHERS, LABELS, & THE FANS

and hard accomplishments
is that they are not boastful,
they’re just hard facts. Talent
bookers make business decisions when they hire, so give
them information that makes
sense to that end.
We—singers, musicians,
artists, and creative types—
don’t generally stumble into

our profession. It is something
we are passionate about and
love, but we must also think
about it from a business perspective if we are to make it
our livelihood. A well-thoughtout and executed electronic
press kit can serve as the
bridge between our art and
the business world.

S

ophia is a seasoned recording artist, singer-songwriter
& performance coach with an entrepreneurial spirit.
She released her solo album, Staring Back at Me, on iTunes
in 2009. In prior years, she co-founded a record label (Fifth
Street) and released an album (No Limit) with two featured
artists from the label. Most recently she released the single,
Real Thing; and started her own boutique marketing agency, JaggerMoon Creative Group.
https://iamsophiamoon.com
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Passing
it on

LINE HILTON DEMYSTIFIES THE
PROCESS OF BECOMING A
SINGING TEACHER

THE BIZ

ASSESSING

THE SINGER’S VOICE

S

o you are ready to get going with your first student! Let’s explore how you might go about assessing their vocal needs before launching into vocal
exercises and singing.
The spoken voice
Your assessment will start with the
spoken voice. As soon as the student starts to talk, make sure you
are listening out for any signs that
might help you understand what
their vocal needs will be.
Here are a few specific things
you can be assessing as you listen to them speak.
Pitch
What to listen for: Do they have
a high, medium, or low voice when
they speak.
Possible issues: If the pitch
is too high it may indicate high
larynx. Also listen out for Homer
Simpson-type voice, which indicates low larynx. Is it consistent
with approximately major 3rd
range or is it jumping about randomly? In an adolescent male random pitch jumping may indicate
they are going through the voice
change.		
Vocal Tone
What to listen for: Is it clear and
balanced?
Possible issues: Breathiness,
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forced/pushed, raspy, cutting in
and out, nasal.
Accent/Dialect
What to listen for: Are they
speaking with a strong accent
or dialect? Are they speaking in
their first or second language?
Possible issues: May have difficulty with pronunciation, some
dialects have negative impact
on the vocal mechanism such
as high larynx, throaty phonation, or nasal tone placement.
Vocal quality
What to listen for: Cracking,
fry/creaky voice, flipping, hoarse
Possible issues: Vocal fold
strain, injury or illness e.g. over
use, abuse, respiratory infection,
laryngitis, nodules, polyps from
poor vocal technique. Speaking with a fry—á la Kim Kardashian—as it’s fashionable
The Singing Voice
When we are assessing the
singing voice we need to evaluate how successful the singer
is in controlling or managing the

following variables:

1
2
3
4
5

Intonation (pitch) – Simply
put are they on pitch? If not
do they tend to be flat or
sharp?
Laryngeal stability – Is the
larynx high, neutral, or low?
Is this consistent or dependent on pitch, e.g. larynx high
when notes are high?
Vocal fold closure – Are the
vocal folds weak, balanced,
excessively compressed? Is
this consistent or dependent on
pitch?
Range – How much working range does the singer
have? Can they access all of
the song’s range from low to high
notes?
The transition – Can the
singer transition easily and
effortlessly from their low
register to their high register?
What happens as they get to the

PASSING IT ON
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passaggi (bridges). The passaggi will vary with voice types and
sex. Females 1st passaggio starts
approximately at Ab4, and males
around Eb4, then the 2nd passaggio occurs about a fourth above
the 1st.
Breath management – Are
they able to manage their
breathing appropriately, i.e.
no snatched breaths, running out,
odd breath placements, losing
too much air, high chest breaths,
continuously retracted ribs?
Tone – Do they have a full
and rich tone throughout
their range? Does it sound
well-balanced and consistent, e.g.
not too breathy, nasal, squeaky,
harsh or strident?
Vibrato – Do they have access to a well-balanced vibrato, i.e. not too wide, slow,
fast, or narrow? Can they control
it if they want to, e.g. go from
straight tone to vibrato?
Dynamic control – Are there
appropriate dynamics or
does the lack of control dictate the volume, e.g. always loud
for higher notes?
Emotional context – Is
the singer able to convey emotion through
their voice or does poor vocal
technique limit this?
Musicality – How is their
musical phrasing, timing,
rhythm, stylistic delivery,
and do they execute accurate and
appropriate riffs/improvisation?

6

7

8

9
10
11
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Other factors – Does
their posture impede or
help? Can we understand the lyrics, articulation, accent/dialect? Does playing an instrument at the same time hinder
their singing? Do they have any
inappropriate bodily movements
or are they too stiff?
Assessment can be made on a
sound and scale or in the context
of a song. Today we will check out
a live performance of the song
Bring Me To Life sung by Amy Lee
(Evanescence) against the above
criteria and see what we come
up with. Once you’ve made your
notes come back and see what I
came up with in my assessment,
do we agree or disagree?

Watch on YouTube
BRING ME TO LIFE - EVANESCENCE (LIVE)

1. Intonation (pitch) Tending
to be flat, especially in the chorus
and some of the sustained notes,
some pitches missed out.
2. Laryngeal stability tending
to rise.
3. Vocal fold closure ranged
from weak closure (breathy) to
over-compressed.
4. Range – not making all of

the 2 top notes of the song (D5/
C5) every time.
5. The passaggio (Female
approximately Ab4-C5) At start of
song used breathy quality and the
transition was unstable. Voice became strained in the chorus and
bridge of song – was then pushing voice to get to notes.
6. Breath management gasping for breath at times, audible
inhalation.
7. Tone Pushed/yelled in
places, edgy tone, bit nasal
8. Vibrato not used (genre
thing).
9. Dynamic control - started quietly, used breathiness to
reduce volume. From chorus on
dynamic became loud, achieved
by yelling.
10. Emotional context - intensity expressed by pushing the
sound.
11. Musicality - breathlessness
and need for high physical energy
interfered with rhythm, melody,
and phrasing at times, but artist is
obviously musically adept.
12. Other factors just came
from another song, not sure how
many had been sung before.
Started off accompanying self
on keyboard—standing, leaning
forward and down to mic, chin
protruding. High-energy performance—running around throughout. Genre = metal/rock with
electronic band, on a large stage
in festival setting. Pro sound gear.
Now compare it to the recorded
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version of the song:

Watch on YouTube
BRING ME TO LIFE - EVANESCENCE (RECORDED)

Next step
At this point you should discuss your findings with the
singer and get their thoughts.
Remember if the singer insists
they want/don’t want to change
their sound all you can do is
inform them why it might not
be vocal healthy or musically
appropriate, but at the end of
the day it is the singer’s choice.
Most of the time a singer goes
to see a teacher in order to
learn to sing better.

LINE HILTON

Being able to define these
characteristics is a useful way
for the teacher to stay objective
and focus on functional issues.
We need to be careful not to
impose our judgments and taste
onto a student. It’s a fine line,
artistry is so personal—where
would we be without Bob Dylan,
Billie Holiday, John Mayer,
Adele, or Stevie Wonder? Dylan
is not known for pitch accuracy,
Holiday’s range was limited and
her tone husky and rough, Mayer also has a husky tone and he
visibly strains when he sings,
Adele tends to push her voice
into her upper range, and Wonder can sound very nasal at
times…they are all amazing artists, no one can doubt that. But
on the other hand Adele, Mayer,
and Wonder are known to have
had to have vocal surgery, and
for each the cause was attributed to poor technique.
The job of the singing teacher is to facilitate the student to

The job of the singing
teacher is to facilitate
the student to achieve
their goals and aspirations to the best of their
ability.
achieve their goals and aspirations to the best of their ability.
It’s a fine line between helping
the singer find their full vocal
potential and ensuring they
remain true to their individuality
art, style, or genre. In the contemporary music world we are
fortunate to be able to allow for
individuality, more so than classical and musical theatre.
Have fun assessing!.
QUESTIONS OR COMMENTS
PASSING IT ON
questions@isingmag.com

L

ine helps pro and semi-pro singers, artists and voice teachers with their voice, performance, mindset and training. Her
specialty areas include anatomy, health, technique and mindset.
She pulls on a wide range of qualifications, experiences and interests to assist her clients to build and develop the knowledge
and skills they require for their craft. She is currently the Education Director of Vocology In Practice, a voice teacher network,
and has just completed a MSc in Performing Arts Medicine at
University College London.

https://www.linehilton.com
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STUDiO

JOURNEY WITH SINGER ROSE KIMBERLEY
AS SHE CONQUERS THE FEAR OF TECHNOLOGY
AND TAKES CONTROL OF HER CAREER

BU
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LDING
A HOME RECORDING

STUDIO
R

HOME RECORDING STUDIO

EP4

INTERVIEW // SAM BROWN

ose’s advice on building your own home recording studio is unfolding into an incredible
series, and we’re loving every bit of it.
In Episode 4, Rose brings in a very special
guest—veteran singer/songwriter Sam Brown. Sam
has been a working and signed singer since her
teens. Her Top 10 song, “Stop”, was featured in the
film Bridget Jones: The Edge of Reason.

Throughout their discussion, Sam tells us her
journey into self-production, as well as offers us
tips and tricks on the most effective ways to record
and produce your work at home.
We hope you enjoy watching Sam and Rose as
they share tips and guide you in the right path for
your own home studio.

ROSE TALKS TO SAM BROWN ABOUT HOW SHE USES HER HOME RECORDING STUDIO FOR WORK

ROSE KIMBERLEY

O

riginally trained in dance, UK-based Rose now combines
performing as a singer/songwriter, working as a function singer and teaching singing to private clients. She is a
typical representative of the majority of singers out there
who have the dream of being ‘discovered’ but mostly just
want to make a living from what they love the most: singing.

https://rosekimberley.com
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MICHAEL HARMON DISCUSSES THE BENEFITS OF
VOCAL EFFECTS
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VOCAL EFFECTS101
It’s pretty common knowledge that sound engineers
and musicians like to use effects to enhance and shape
a vocal sound in both live and studio applications.
Sometimes just plugging your microphone cable
into the mixing desk and turning the level up leaves
something to be desired, and the overall sound could
benefit from a bit of “sweetening”. Maybe the vocal can
sound a bit “wonky” or “weak”, or maybe needs a bit of
depth to compensate in a small, dead-sounding room.

T

he solution to these
real-world problems is
often simple - enhance
the vocal signal with a bit of
effects. In this article we’ll be
talking about the 3 main classifications of effects that are commonly used on vocals and the
characteristics of each. These
concepts can apply in both live
and in-studio applications—but
how the effects are used can
differ depending on their respec-

RENAISSANCE REVERB BY WAVES

tive environment.

Time-based effects
Time-based effects are prettyself-explanatory: they are tools
that we use that will affect the
length of time to a particular
audio signal. To give a realistic
use, you may want to use timebased effects if you’re looking
to add a Hall Reverb to give a
bit of a decay to a vocal perfor-

mance, or a Slapback Delay/
Echo to add a “doubled” effect
on your voice (think Johnny
Cash “Ring of Fire”). These
effects will add depth to your
performance, and are used both
live and in the studio.
Reverb
There are several different
types of reverbs that emulate
different spaces (halls, rooms,
cathedrals, springs, churches,
etc.), though the sound that is
best to my ears for vocals are
Plates. These types of reverbs
often have a nice “shine” to
them, and I’ll use them on vocals for live and studio applications. Some may have pre-defined lengths (i.e. Short Plate,
Medium Plate, Long Plate), or
may have an adjustment for the
length of time. If you’re working
in the studio with a reverb plugin
(take the Renaissance Reverb
by Waves), generally you will
have more control over the individual attributes of the reverb
device. Experiment with several types, and see what sounds
best for your ears.
Delay/Echo
Delay/Echo can be used in a
number of different ways and
can really make a difference if
used tastefully and artistical-

VOCAL EFFECTS
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ly. The simplest example of a
delay would be something like
the quintessential Johnny Cash
vocal effect, where he uses a
very short delay time to achieve
a doubling sound to his voice.
However, we don’t always have
to use this effect as a constant—it can be used tastefully
here and there to accent certain
lines in a performance. In live
sound and studio applications,
I like to use delays that are set
to the BPM (beats per minute)
or tempo of a song using a Tap
Tempo, and accentuate lines at
the ends of phrases to get the
vocal to repeat—whether it’s
set at a ¼ note, ½ note, or a full
measure. These subdivisions
can be easily defined if you’re
using a delay plugin in the studio (try H-Delay by Waves), or
if you’ve got a vocal pedal with
a Tap Tempo in live applications
(try the TC Helicon Voiceton
E1).

H-DELAY BY WAVES
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APPLE LOGIC’S CHANNEL EQ, WHERE THE ENGINEER IS USING ADDITIVE AND SUBTRACTIVE EQ TO ACHIEVE THE
SOUND THE SINGER DESIRES.

Other
There are other types of timebased effects that aren’t as
commonly used on vocals such
as Chorus, Flanging, or Phasing. If you’re experimenting with
a Vocal Multi Effects pedal or
a have a set of plugins on your
studio computer, play around
with some of these effects and
see if you recognize their sound
from any recordings you’ve
heard!

TC HELICON VOICETON E1

Pitch and Frequency based
effects
Frequency-based effects alter the sound by modifying the
sound wave of an audio signal.
More simply put, you may want
to use frequency-based effects
to make a dull-sounding vocal
shine, or to generate a harmony
that’s a 3rd above your voice
while playing a solo acoustic
gig.

VOCAL EFFECTS
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signal. As a sound engineer, I
generally let the vocalist dictate
whether or not these types of
effects will be used. There are
several great Vocal Multi Effects
pedals in the market that can
easily help a vocalist achieve
these results.
Dynamics-based Effects

VOCALIST LIVE 5 HARMONISER

EQ
We’ve talked about Equalization (EQ) before, but it is quite
possibly the most commonly
used—and sometimes, most important—tool in the audio world.
In live applications you might
use EQ to tame a vocal that’s
feeding back, or add some
brightness to a vocal signal that
sounds as if there are cobwebs
in the XLR cable. These are examples of how EQ can be used
as both an additive and subtractive tool to correct and sweeten
vocal performances. In studio
applications, you may want to
EQ a vocal so that it stands out
in the mix above the other instruments, or even use a drastic
EQ effect to achieve a “megaphone” sound. Never underestimate the power of EQ!
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Pitch effects
Pitch effects are also classified
as frequency-based effects because they alter the frequency
of an audio signal. So if you’re
rocking that T-pain AutoTune
sound (we’re all guilty of wanting to try it out...just once), or
you’re using a Harmony Generator to create a harmony a 3rd
above your voice, you’re affecting the frequency of your audio

Dynamics-based effects alter
the dynamic range of an audio
signal or performance. While we
often want to preserve dynamics in any musical performance,
sometimes we want to be able
to control the extremes.
Compression
Compressors are devices commonly used on vocals to help
tame the extreme jumps in
volume and achieve a median
level in a vocal performance. In
a nutshell, a compressor makes
the loudest points of a waveform
quieter, and the quietest points
of a waveform louder. This can
be a great tool in performances

SETTING THE COMPRESSION THRESHOLD
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with a drastic volume difference
from a verse to a chorus. Setting
the threshold of a compressor
helps the device decide the point
at which it should kick on and
start working, and if set correctly
can help a vocal from being “just
a bit too loud”.

Noise Gates
Noise Gates are classified as
dynamics-based effects because
they work as the Gatekeeper
or Keymaster (obscure Ghostbusters reference, anyone?) for
an audio signal. The way that a
Gate works is a threshold is set

and any audio signal above the
threshold will be heard, whereas
any signal below the threshold
will be inaudible. This works as a
great tool in live situations where
a singer may be in close proximity to another instrumentalist (let’s
blame the drummer), and there
is bleed from another instrument
into the vocal microphone. We
can set a noise gate to cancel
out the signal bleed while the
vocalist isn’t singing, and set the
threshold at a point that allows
the gate to open when they are
singing.
Conclusion
These are just a few examples
of the different types of effects
that are commonly used on vocals in both live and studio applications. In some cases less
is more, and in other cases you
may want to overload the effects
to achieve a desired sound. At
the end of the day, use whatever
sounds best to your ears, and
experiment with the different
types to hear how each will alter
the sound of your voice.

MICHAEL HARMON

B

ased in Massachusetts, USA, Michael is a Berklee
College of Music graduate. While drumming remains one of his first passions, Michael performs with
several bands around the Northeast U.S. He educates
young musicians in audio production and supports the
art of independent record making.
https://wachusettrecording.com
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@LARGE
60min Lesson
MDH Breathing Coordination
Lynn Martin
US$125
https://breathingcoordination.ch

B

reathing. We all do it every second of every day
(around 20 000 times a
day actually). It’s, of course, our
birthright, but for singers this automatic function of living is quite
something else. The amount of
times I have heard from singers
that they want to learn ‘how to
breathe’ is always amusing to
me; I can’t help but smile and
think (even though I completely understand where they’re
coming from), “but you already
know”!
‘Learning to breathe’ in my experience as a singer and teacher has always been a bit of an
anomaly. Some teachers place
a lot of importance on it—I have
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NERISSA CAMPBELL REVIEWS BOOKS,
VIDEOS, APPS, TRAINING TOOLS AND ANYTHING
ELSE SHE THINKS WILL BE USEFUL TO SINGERS.

recollections of lying with heavy
books on my stomach as a kid,
being taught about ‘support’,
and when I was a bit older was
told to ‘use my breath’ for singing by methods such as holding
my breath and vocalizing a slow
‘s’ sound for as long as I could.
Or, on the other end of the spectrum, I was told to not really pay
attention to it much at all, and
to ‘just notice it’. All of these
things left me rather confused
about the best way to breathe
for singing and often times, (just
a bit) tense! I ended up finding
my own way of utilizing breath
control through years of studying yoga and trying to apply that
to what I knew about singing.
It has been something that has
worked for me, but I have never really felt like I was offering
my students something tangible
that they could take away from
lessons to apply functionally to
their own practice. Personally, I
think empowering singers to understand their instrument—how
their voice and voice-habits contribute to their singing—is really
important. That awareness only
strengthens us in being able to
take care of our instruments for
many years.
My lesson with Lynn Martin,
and interview with Robin De
Haas about the MDH Breathing Coordination method, really

seemed, as Robin put it, like
the ‘missing link’ in learning to
understand breathing coordination in singing. To, in essence,
use minimum energy for maximum output by learning how to
enable our rib cage to be fully
flexible with no restriction—without strain, stress, or forcing too
much air—we can sing with
great ease with a great sound.
Perfect!
Breathing Coordination was
developed by Carl Stough in
the mid 20th century. His original goal was to “amplify and
harmonize the movement of the

SINGER @ LARGE
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After just a
few cycles of
this exercise my
speaking voice
felt clearer, more
resonant and ‘easier’
than when we’d
started.
diaphragm to restore respiratory function in its entirety”. He
believed that “The quality of
respiration influences the quality of life and the possibilities of
personal performance. Whether one is in good health or not,
oneʼs manner of breathing is a
key to better life.”
But how do you do this?
It is actually a lesson in
awareness, adjustment, and
vocalization. For my lesson,
Lynn had me lay up on a massage table, my legs propped at
the knees while she ‘adjusted’
me. At first I felt like I was back
in Bali on the massage table,
the way she wriggled my shoulders out, pushed on my legs
and checked the alignment of
my head and back, but then we
started in on the work and I was
in new territory. In our brief lesson, Lynn had me counting from
one to ten on repeat during my
exhalation. Once I felt like I was
nearly out of air, I was encouraged to keep going, to almost
a non-whisper, to squeeze that
last bit of air out and when I
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was ready (and without forcing
a longer breath out to ‘try too
hard’), I would then take another breath in and start the cycle
again. While I was doing this,
Lynn continued to adjust me
so that my breath flowed in an
easy manner. It was a pretty
cool feeling; I could sense my
diaphragm doing its thing, like
a well-oiled machine, and my
ribs were expanding in an easy
non-restrictive manner. After
just a few cycles of this exercise
my speaking voice felt clearer,
more resonant, and ‘easier’ than
when we’d started. I felt ‘ready’.
It was interesting to notice that I
could passively be having these
adjustments ‘done’ to me (like
on the Bali massage table),
which felt nice, but then I could
actively take part in those adjustments and really get a sense
of my own body and breath. I
liked it!
I can see the application of
Breathing Coordination being

helpful in so many situations
in life, but specifically to help
singers understand and actively work on their breath. It could
be something really important.
It is exactly this that I spoke to
Robin De Haas about: how does
Breathing Coordination help
singers of all levels? In Robin’s experience, he thinks there
are three areas to develop as a
singer: Breathing-, Laryngeal/
Pharyngeal-, and Neuro-emotional- coordination. He felt that
Breathing Coordination was the
element that was missing in his
own development as a vocalist, and sees all three areas as
being equally important. I have
to agree as, in my own experience as a developing singer,
breath management was also
missing, or vague, or stressful. And while I sort of figured
it out for myself along the way
with yoga, Breathing Coordination offers something much
more valuable—the assess-
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ment of each individual: your
habits, strengths, weaknesses,
and physical being are all addressed, areas that you can
concentrate on and be aware of
in your development as a vocalist. This can help with things
that a lot of us experience, like
stage fright and stress, to more
serious things like vocal nodules, bleeding capillaries, laryngeal tension and breathing
issues. Beyond singing it has
been known to help sufferers
of anxiety and depression, with
panic and asthma attacks, to
help executives and teachers
better communicate (think, a relaxed, well-controlled, resonant
voice is a more successful one),
athletes to perform at optimum
levels (even, and especially, in
high altitude areas), and Carl
Stough had great success working with patients with emphysema. Interestingly, Breathing
Coordination is not a medical
practice, but there is a growing
interest from the medical industry based on its results. It seems
to me that Breathing Coordination is something that could be

of benefit to anyone and everyone, and even something that
we could be taught as children.
The last few weeks I have
definitely taken more of an active awareness in my breath,
especially my exhalation, which
is the part of the breath cycle
that requires the most effort. I
can feel that habitually my front
ribs move more readily than my
back ribs on an inhalation, and
I have been paying attention to
that, and working on it. When I
do, the sensation is incredibly
freeing, and I end up feeling
really relaxed and better prepared to start my practice for the
day (be that singing practice or

an instrument)—focused, clear,
calm, and ready to work with
ease! Breathing Coordination
has been a really interesting experience, and is something that
I definitely recommend you try.
For more information about
the MDH method of Breathing
Coordination, please visit www.
breathingcoordination.ch. Both
Lynn and Robin do one-on-one
lessons as well as workshops
in Breathing Coordination and
practitioner training. They are
both dedicated and passionate
about Breathing Coordination
and have seen pretty amazing
results among a wide range of
people.

LYNN MARTIN AT WORK

NERISSA CAMPELL

N

erissa is a vocalist, songwriter and music teacher
based in Brooklyn, NY. Her background is in jazz
and improvisation, but she loves exploring and learning about many aspects and genres of music, as well as
inspiring others to express themselves through singing & songwriting.

https://www.nerissacampbell.com
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The European Union has opened many opportunities for a variety of professions.
Miguel Manzo wanted to find out from Ania Brzozowska, a Polish singer/songwriter, if this included commercial musicians and if she faced any different challenges as an artist emerging
from a European country not known for breaking into the commercial music world.
MM: You’re an Indie pop vocalist now, but that wasn’t always
the case. How did your time
playing violin in the Norwegian
Symphony Youth Orchestra
shape the music you make
today?
AB: Even though I have other influences, I think that on an
unconscious level I always come
back to my classical music roots,
due to the fact that I played in the
orchestra and both my parents
are classical musicians. I incorporate string instruments into my
music today.
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MM: What inspired you to pursue a career as a vocalist instead of as an instrumentalist?
AB: I wanted more than being
just a single part of an orchestra,
and at one point I realized that
I feel more fulfilled as a vocalist
and songwriter.
MM:: How has your Polish ancestry and Norwegian residency shaped your music?
AB: I love the dreamy fairytale
sounds that are associated with
Norway (there are plenty of those
on my album): the fjords and the

beautiful landscape, the Scandinavian calmness, etc. But I have
been living in Poland for the past
10 years now. I feel that I’m influenced by both cultures, but it’s
hard for me to pinpoint exactly
how.
MM: Are you faced with any
challenges unique to artists in
Poland?
AB: Comparing Poland to, for
example, the U.S., it seems the
American music industry is much
more open to independent artists.
In my experience, if you’re not
backed by a big record label it’s

Photo by: Anna Łukowska http://www.fina-studio.pl
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very hard to get your music aired
on radio stations and all other traditional media in Poland. So for
me the key challenge is promotion. Apart from being a musician,
it’s good to try and become a
specialist in online marketing.
MM: Do you work on your vocal technique?
AB: I have vocal lessons as often as I can and I practice consistently to work on my skills. I also
think it’s important for vocalists to
exercise physically, to help their
endurance, breath and voice
control. The entire body is an
instrument, vocal cords and otherwise, and I feel it’s important to
take care of it all. Good technique
makes it easier to express yourself without being inhibited, that’s
why in order to create good habits, it’s important to think about
it while you practice. On stage I
don’t think about it, though. I trust
that my body will remember what
it has learned so far and just concentrate on feeling it, so that my
audience can feel it too.
MM: In your opinion, how important is it to work with a
good vocal coach?
AB: I think it’s very important
no matter what level you’ve
reached. A good coach can hear
the smallest nuances and help
you improve much faster than
you would be able to on your
own. Working on a regular basis
with a good coach also helps
make sure you cultivate good
habits when you practice on your
own. I think it’s important to try
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different teachers, as they might
give you a different perspective,
but at the end of the day, various factors influence who the
best coach is for you. For me, a
certain understanding on a psychological level is important; I like
it when a teacher can give me
feedback that goes beyond pure
technique.
MM: “Give it Up” is a beautiful
song that has a gorgeous corresponding video. Can you tell
us about the decision to make
a video for that song and the
concept behind its production?
AB: Thank you, I’m glad you like
it! I chose it because I felt it gave
a good impression about who
I am musically and that’s how
I wanted to let people to get to
know me. The song is very sensual and I wanted to make a video that tells a story, not just one
that shows different footage of a
girl singing. The director totally

understood me and the song, so
I was very pleased with the end
result. I would love for my next
videos to reach the same standards, but of course financing
matters make high quality videos
like that one challenging for an
indie artist.
MM: Tell us about your favorite
musical accomplishment to
date.
AB: I’m happy to have won the
Indie Music Channel’s award for
”Best Pop Female Artist” earlier
this year with my song, “Give It
Up”. That song was also #1 for
eleven weeks on the Top 10 chart
of The Radio Cafe show in Hollywood, and was aired on several
other radio stations in the U.S.
Also making it to the semi finals
of The UK Songwriting Contest
with a song called Erase & Rewind, which I co-wrote with Marek
Błaszczyk. I was thrilled it got
noticed at all.

CLICK TO BUY ANIA’S CD
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I've learned that
you really need to be
brave and believe in
yourself, even when
things aren't going
your way.
https://www.artistaccelerator.com
ANIA BRZOZOWSKA

WORLD SINGER
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MM: What do you consider to
be the most valuable lesson
you’ve learned in your career
thus far?
AB: I’ve learned that you really
need to be brave and believe in
yourself, even when things aren’t
going your way. Maybe especially then. If you give up too easily,
then maybe music is not your
path. Another big thing is staying
true to yourself so you can remain believable to others.
MM: What’s on the horizon for
Ania Brzozowska?

GIVE IT UP- ANIA BRZOZOWSKA

AB: Right now I’m concentrating
on promoting my first album. I’m
also learning Spanish as I’ve just
moved to Barcelona. Soon I will
do a tour around Spain before
starting work on my second album.

GET CONNECTED
https://aniabrzozowska.com
https://www.facebook.com/
BrzozowskaAnia
https://twitter.com/AniaBmusic

MIGUEL MANZO

FEVER - ANIA BRZOZOWSKA COVER

M

iguel Manzo is a vocal coach based in Barcelona, Spain
. He is called “EL MAGO DE LA VOZ” (the “Magician
of the Voice”) by his clients and singers due to his ability to
speedily fix any singer´s vocal problems. He has worked as
the vocal coach on several X Factor style TV singing competition shows in Spain, Argentina and Mexico. He is preparing to launch his debut book “Vocal Technique Made Easy”
coming out in Spanish initially, later in English.
https://www.miguelmanzovocalstudio.com
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iSing editor, W.Tyler Allen

INVESTIGATES

TV SINGING COMPETITIONS

W

e live in a world
on instant gratification. A movie
or a song is one mouse-click
away, we can check our favorite sports scores on our
mobile devices, and our
latte is as simple as a drivethrough ride.
As society has become
more and more accustomed
to the “here-now” way of living, we have gathered these
similar mindsets towards success. We want that promotion
within the first few months, to
land that big sale in the first
few tries, or—in our case—to
get that recording contract
within the first few years.
A great music

industry example of this instantaneous success can
be seen weekly across the
globe on talent shows such
as The Voice, American Idol,
X-Factor, and many others.
Not only have these shows
become a fun way for the
average television viewer to
get involved in a musician’s
career, but these shows have
also become a new aspiration for up-and-coming artists
across the globe.
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But one has to wonder—in
the nearly 15 years in which
TV singing competitions have
reigned supreme on our television sets—what are the effects
of these competitions on artists? Do they create unrealistic
goals? Are they even worth it
for singers?
To explore this topic—along
with providing our own insight—iSing has consulted
with two reality TV singing
veterans, Lucia Evans and Tamara Beatty.
Lucia Evans was the 2006
winner of Ireland’s You’re A
Star, and has moved on to
have a varied solo and coaching career. Tamara Beatty is
also a respected performer and coach who currently
serves as a voice consultant
on The Voice (US), and works
extensively in the entertainment and education fields.
Aside from the obvious
winning and exposure, what
are a few things an aspiring
singer can learn from being
on a TV singing competition?
Lucia: I think, given the right
mentorship and direction, performers can really get a sense
of who they are as performers,
where their market lies, and

an idea of what they are as a
brand and a business. In the
current industry climate, you

LUCIA EVANS

have to see yourself as a business and have a strong brand.
Tamara: If you have the
right mindset, TV singing competitions—like many other
opportunities that stretch your
limits and challenge you to expand your frame of thinking—
can be absolutely invaluable
experiences.
They expose you to the
pace and demands of the industry, the positive effects
of surrounding yourself with
professionals at the top of
their game (musicians, voice
coaches, producers etc.), and
the importance of knowing
yourself as a person, singer,
and artist.
They give you the opportunity, resources, and motivation to
grow and gain more clarity on
your artistry and your direction.
What are the potential neg-
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atives of appearing in a TV
singing competition?
Lucia: Participating in a TV
singing competition can prove
to be challenging if:
You have difficulty receiving
and sorting out feedback that
is given to you.
In this environment you will
receive enormous amounts of
feedback and direction. Those
who take this feedback personally or who become overwhelmed by it often do not
have as fruitful of an experience as those who are able to
take direction and run with it
without affecting their self-esteem.
Your voice has difficulty
withstanding the demands of
the competition.
Schedules are demanding
and irregular on a TV show
and in the industry in general.
Like an athlete at a high level of competition, you will be
pushed outside your comfort
zone and ideally your voice
will be able to keep up. For
many artists, having a strong
practice routine—or way to
keep their voice fit, so they are
able to color outside the lines
of ‘proper technique’—is important.
You’re expecting the TV
show to be the way to your
success.
Of course this is a major
reason why many people go
on TV singing shows—and
many people do benefit greatly
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Success to me means
you’ve put the best
version of yourself out
there and have done
so boldly and
unapologetically.

from this exposure and launch
their careers in this way. But
the best outcomes of the TV
show experience in my opinion
are the resources you have
at your disposal to learn and
grow as much as possible, the
opportunity to work with the
best in the industry, and above
all the amazing people you will
meet.
Do you feel as if reality TV
singing competitions give
singers an unrealistic view
of the industry and success?
Tamara: The industry sometimes seems like a mystery—
some people do get noticed
quickly, others have to work
and work and never get any
recognition. So in this sense,
a reality TV singing competition is giving people an opportunity to gain recognition
quickly.
Mostly, I feel like TV and the
music industry are what are

TAMARA BEATTY

actually different—being popular on TV isn’t necessarily
the same as being popular as
a recording artist and touring
musician.
But a reality competition is
an excellent way for individuals to get the experiences
of being on a big stage with
an amazing band or group of
experts and professionals surrounding them.
How do you define success in the music industry?
Tamara: Success to me
means you’ve put the best
version of yourself out there
and have done so boldly and
unapologetically.
Success in the industry
means that you’ve done this
and managed to get some
recognition that allows you to
further develop and enjoy life
and music.
Lucia: I used to see it as
fame, fortune, being in the
public eye—the usual miscon-
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ceptions.
Now I believe that success
in this industry is being able
to do what you love and earn
continuously.
Whether that be through
regular gigs with a function
band, writing successfully for
other artists, or being a major
headline performer touring the
world… whatever it may be,
as long as it’s morally sound,
allows you to earn a good,
stable income, and is what you
love, it’s worth doing.
Here we see two similar
themes that in a great way
shape up the role of the singer in today’s industry. While
we may be reaching for fame
and glory right away, even if a
contestant doesn’t receive the
prize, they still are met with
the great experience and training of performing in front of
millions.
I also believe we can take
loads away from Lucia’s statements regarding success in
the industry. While we may

perceive success as being
solely in the limelight, a career
in music is more like a journey,
where each stride in your career—performing, coaching,
recording—are all of equal
importance and worth.
Another good thing to keep
in mind while discussing reality TV competitions is our attraction towards the “The Cinderella Story”.
We all crave the rags-toriches story about the aspiring
singer who wins a recording
contract and saves her house
from going into foreclosure, or
the singing barista who gets discovered during his morning shift
at the coffee shop. And while
we do occasionally have the
singing TSA agent, or crooning
groundskeeper, we often forget
that some of these contestants
already have had some pretty
good industry success.
For instance, take The Voice’s
(US) season 3 runner up, Jordan Pruitt who already had two
albums under her belt, and a

FROM iSING ISSUE 1 EXTRAS - LLOYD WADE (BAND OF VOICES) TALKS ABOUT HIS EXPERIENCE AS A BOTH A CONTESTANT AND COACH ON XFACTOR & BRITAIN’S GOT TALENT.
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https://www.luciaevans.com
https://www.facebook.com/
luciaevansofficial
https://www.tamarabeatty.com
https://www.facebook.com/
tamara.beatty

Watch on YouTube
CHECK OUT LUCIA EVANS DOING HER THANG

major tour with High School Musical: The Concert, by the time
she auditioned on The Voice. Or
season 2 finalists, Jesse Campbell who released albums with
Capitol Records in the 90’s before making it to The Voice.
They say it takes ten years to
become an overnight success,
and these contestants are examples of why! Because it often
takes years of putting in hard
work, before you are finally
given a chance to take that
mainstream stage.
In no way am I trying to
make the point that inexperienced singers shouldn’t even
bother applying, but instead I
am making the point that the
industry can work in mysterious ways, and it truly is an entity with many paths. As long
as you are living passionately
and doing what you love—
you’re doing just fine.
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SINGERS NOT TO MISS

Timber Timbre
Hot Dreams
The Canadian quartet’s 2014
record Hot Dreams takes the
listener on a journey through a
David Lynchian cochlear universe. Their fifth album since
2006 utilizes jazz, rock, and
Americana influences to create a 43-minute ride through
the creepy, heavy, smooth,
and absurd, especially on the
standout eponymous track, “Hot
Dreams”. The vivid lyricism and
colorful instrumentation of the
record should definitely have
people looking at what Timber
Timbre does next.
Betty Who
Take Me When You Go
Australian native Betty Who’s
latest record, Take Me When
You Go, attempts to reach listeners through feeble lyricism
buried under catchy instrumentation that’s all over today’s Top
40 pop hits. Hard hitting drums
couple with bouncy synths to
create your run-of-the-mill stadium pop album. However, what
the record lacks in lyrical prowess, it makes up for in production and commercial appeal to
the younger demographics over
the course of 12 tracks.
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FKA twigs
LP1
2014’s musical darling and
breakout star FKA twigs has
completely changed the paradigm of R&B with her debut
studio record LP1, released via
Young Turks on August 6th. The
muddy and thunderous production perfectly sets the tone for
twig’s breathy, yet sexy vocals
to create a truly enjoyable experience for 40:46. Whether
you like her or not, you better
get used to her because FKA
twigs will probably be around for
some time.
Banks
Goddess
Since bursting into the SoundCloud, Banks has made some
noise with the September
5th release of her debut LP
on Harvest Records. In the
vein of acts like Grimes and
Mø, Banks’ newest record,
Goddess, offers up a dose of
catchy, hard-hitting, and powerful pop music. Unlike the Katy
Perrys and Taylor Swifts of the
world, Banks employs a keen
ear for electronic/hip-hop-based
production to set her apart from
the pack.

SZA
Z
The first lady of TDE, SZA released her debut project, Z on
April 8th, 2014 to the delight of
fans. The record, drawing on
impressive production and features, has helped establish SZA
as one of hip-hop’s up and coming artists in a short six-month
span. Tracks like “Childs Play”
and “Sweet November” stand
out among the pack and serve
as a testament to her innate
talent. Her soulful, and poignant
lyricism and ability to complement MCs surely has one hoping for an appearance on Kendrick Lamar’s follow-up to his
2012 classic, good kid, M.A.A.D
city.
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